· -INSIDEThe UNH women's hockey team swept two-time
defending champ Providence this weekend. See
story page 24.
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lmpressario Jennifer Lewis gave a dazzling per~
formance at the MUB last
Friday.. See story page 15.
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Lindberg dies after illness

UNH Hockey Coach Charlie Holt, a ptemier coach in the histor
of college hockey, announced he will retire at the ' end of th
season. See story page 24. (Photo courtesy of Sports Information)

Counselor warns
of new 'fad' drug
By Paul Tolme
3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetemine: better known
a~ MDMA, Ecstasy, XTC, and
simply X. And it's the new
drug on campus.
MDMA is a mild hallucinogen, chemically related to amph~tamines and mesc~line ,
whteh promotes euphona and
se~f discovery at low dosages,
said UNH Alcohol and Drug
Educator Kathleen GildeaDinzeo from her Hood House
office. Two hundred mg _is what
the government considers a
"toxic dosa&e."
.
Ecstasy ts a whtte powder
s~nthetic variation of sassafras
011 rumored to come from Berkl~y,_ CA, Cambridge,_ MA, Virgmta, a~d Colorado m packets
o: gelattn capsu les. A 100 mg
htt costs roughly $15 to buy, ($1
to make) and can.b.e s~o.rted,
swallowed, or mixed with a
beverage and drunk, causing a
two to five hour 'trip'. .
In a June 1985 Washtngton
Post article,_ l!S Dr~g Enforcemen~ ~dm1111 strat 10n (DEA)
adm m 1strator Jo hn C. Lawn,
states MDMA abuse is a "nationwide p~oblem, " ~nd it's very
popular with yuppies and colle&~ ~tudents. . ,
I ve .?ea.rd lt s rampai:it on
ca~pus, ,.s~id Kat~.leen Gildea~rn z eo . I m contrnually hearmg more ,and more about the
dru&. ~A s a_nd stud~nts are ·
commg m for mformat10n about
it, and unfortunately there isn't
much I can tell them."

"I hadn't heard of it before
last semester, but just this
semester I've overheard a lot
of people talking about it. I'm
surprised by how many people
have tried it," said a freshman
from the mini-dorms.
"This semester it has def initely been the new drug to try,"
sa.id a three-time user who
wished to remain anonymous.
"A majority of my friends have
X'd."
"There are all these other
drugs that everybody has tried,
and now there is X which is so
different from anything else
before," said the user.
"Ecstasy, initially used by
psychiatrists to relax patients
mistakenly got onto the stree:
in the early 70's," said Dinzeo.
"And with its banning by the
Drug Enforcement Administration inJune of 1985, it made the
headlines and rose in prom'inence."
When asked why she tried X,
a female student characteristically replied, "to experience
it because it had so much publicity. Curiosity I guess."
John, another student desiring anonymity said, "It's the new
thing, so I decided to try it. And
I don't think it's as dangerous
as other drugs."
Although X is on the DEA's
Schedule One list for drugs with
no accepted medical use and
high abuse potential like heroin,
LSD and cocaine it has not been
ECSTASY
'
'
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By Edmund Mander
"If ever there was a model
university professor, Lindberg
was it," said Professor Carl
Dawson yesterday-, describing
his colleague and friend, Professor Gary Lindberg, who died
early Sunday morning.
Lindberg, 44, di"ed at his
Dover home following a long
struggle with Hodgkin's disease.
"He was a teacher to his
co!Jeagues as well as to his
students," Dawson said, "not
only because of the model he
offered but also because of the
extreme sensitivity of his insights."
Lindberg, a native of Minne~
sota,. conducted his undergradea te studies at Harvard and
went on to obtain his PhD. in
English and American literature
at Stanford University in 1967.
He spent six years teaching
at the University of Virginia
and one year at Rhode Island
College before coming to UNH
in 1974. As well ·as teaching
several courses, Lindberg
headed the UNH Freshman
English program.
Lindberg was also author of

••1111111!11)

PROF. GARY LINDBERG
two books - Edith Wharton: A
Biography and Promise Land:
The Conh'dence Man in America, and was working on a third.
"While giving all to his
teaching, he could still write
major books in his field," Dawson said, describing him as a
"main force" in the field of

American literature studies.
Students and faculty noted
that Lindberg demanded very
high standards and total commitment, but was at the same
time extremely 'Sensitive and
helpful with the needs of his
students.
"He didn't let me get away
with any slackness at all,"
recalled Robert Begiebing, a
professor at New Hampshire
College who sought Lindberg's
help while working on his PhD.,
thesis at UNH. "He was one of
those people who would combine that humanity and that
concern for you with very high
standards .... I learned more
from him than I'd learned from
anyone before."
"He was driven because he
knew he was going to die, but
he was very affectionate," said
Alice Fogel, an instructor in the
Freshman English program.
"For me he was a support and
a guide whenever I had problems as well as when things
went well," she added, describing Lindberg as the "backbone"
of the English Department.
Lindberg kept working right
LINDBERG, page 7

Conflict over shuttle
By Mary Beth Lapin and Erika Randmere
The student senate is not
keeping its part of the bargain
in running the UNH shuttle
service, according to a Kari-van
supervisor.
According to Denise Coffey,
assistant Kari-van supervisor,
the student senate underestimated the complexity of the
campus shuttle system when
·they originated the idea last
semester, and have not shouldered their responsibilities in
running the service.
Coffey said the amount of
planning that went into the
shuttle was "inadequate." She
said the student senate was
supposed to help out with
recruiting drivers last summer
but did not try hard enough.
Lack of drivers is not the only
problem the shuttle program
has encountered. "The shuttle
could have more ridership," said
Foy. "I assumed that most
students would give it a try. It
was a poor assumption."
The shuttle system has, however, shown an increase in
student ridership. It started with
400 riders the first week and
by December the number of
riders had risen to 1700, according to Maureen Foster, regional
planner of Strafford County,
who conducted a survey on the

shuttle for Kari-van.
When Foy introduced the idea
of a UNH shuttle bus to the
student senate last May it was
intended to work as part of the
University's new parking policy.
The senate hoped a shuttle

~ould ease the on-campus parking crunch by providing studer:ts with alternative transportation.

SHUTTLE, page 7

The UNH Shuttle has become the center of a dispute ·between
Kari-van and the student senate. (Dave Goodman phot_o )
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Sigma ·B eta fraternity built a snow 'sand' castle in keeping
with Winter Carnival's beach party theme. (Bob Klemme photo)

Phi Kappa Theta brothers attempting to pull their Kappa Beta
rivals into the snow. They succeeded. (Laura Muckenhaupt
.photo) ·

Winter Carnival culminated in a 'Virgin Island' Dance in the
MUB. Central heating provided an effective, if less glamorous,
substitute for a tropical climate. (Amy Fertel hoto)

Sigma Nu fraternity won first prize with a sculpture in front of their house bn Strafford
Avenue inspired by the movie Jaws. (Bob Klemme photo)

NEWS_,IN BRIEF
Duvalier refused refuge
in US

French officials said Sunday they had abandoned
an attempt to expel deposed Hiatian dictator JeanCla ude Duvalier to the United States after the
Reagan Administration refused to give him refuge.
The State Department in Washington confirmed
that it had refused to give Duvalier entrance to
the U.S. because they could not guarantee his safety
and his presence would be a source of conflict in
relations between the new Haitian government
and the U.S.
Duvalier had been booked for a flight from Paris
to New York yesterday afternoon.

Aquino calls for _strikes
Opposition leader Corazon C. Aquino, claiming
victory in the Philippine presidential election, called
on Filipinos Sunday to join ~n a general strike,
selective economic boycotts and other non-violent
measures to bring down the government of President
Ferdinand E. Marcos.
Meanwhile Marcos, after being proclaimed the
winner by the National Assembly on Sunday said
"They are not going to drive me out, because the
people a~e behin~ me." Marcos also announced
the retirement of General Fabian C. Ver, ·as Chief
of Staff of the armed forces.

Portugal gets new
president
Veteran Socialist leader Mario Soares became
Portugal's first elected civilian president in 60 years
by winning Sunday's run-off election against his
conservative rival Diogo Freitas do Amaral.
The win was a remarkable comeback for Soares,
a three time former Prime Minister, who, four
months ago, was voted out of Government after
being blamed for the recession.
Nearly complete returns gave Soares 51 percent
of the vote while Freitas do Amaral, a Christian
Democrat, won 49 percent.

State officials split over
alcoholic care needs
Governor John Sununu said he does not think
the state of New Hampshire needs more beds for
its alcoholics. Sununu has issued an executive order
forbidding new construction until the problem can
be studied.
Leigh Bosse, the governor's appointee in charge
of approving hospital construction thinks the state
needs more beds. He signed an approval for 80
qew special-care beds in Keene, ignoring Sununu's
call for the study.
The Governor's Office declined to comment on
the matter.

/

Peace Corps celebrate
25th anniversary
Peace Corps Director Loret Miller Ruppe will
host the 25th anniversary celebration of the Peace
Corps at the Kennedy Library in Boston on March
1, 1986. The celebration is open to the public.
Starting at noon there will be presentatio~s by
returning volunteers, administrators and Ruppe.
An evenmg reception trom 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. will
highlight the celebration.
·
Since John F. Kennedy signed the Executive Order
establishing the Peace Corps on March 1, 1961,
over 120,000 Americans have served overseas as
volunteers . .
Persons interested in attending the celebration
should contact Carrie Hessler Radelet at Peace Corps,
150 Causeway St., Room 1304, Boston, MA 02114,
(617) 223-7366.

Beer linked cancer rates
Laboratory animals given beer actually developed
fewer tumors than those given water, despite studies
linking beer consumption to an increased rate of
cancer, a researcher says.
.
But factors such as diet and pew brewing methods
may account for the .findings, and "people should
not go out and buy beer now under the assumption
that it's going to prevent cancer," said Dr. Richard
L. Nelson of the University of Illinois at Chicago.
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Junior charged
with murder
By Margaret Consalvi
A UNH student has been
charged with the shooting
deaths of a 57-year old Farmington man and his 31-year old
daughter. ·
John Jay' Sullivan, 38, of 4
Warren St., in Farmington; a
non-traditional student, was
charged with two counts of first
degree murder of his neig}:ibors,
Harry R. Pike and Lynne Rousse·au of 2 Warren St. Sullivan
is a junior History major.
No official statement of a
, possible motive was released
but according to reports from
. nei hbors, Sullivan and Rous-

seau had dated. The relationship
had ended in a series of disagreements that went as far as the
courts on at least one occasion.
The victims lived in the house
with Rousseau's 9-year old
daughter and Pike's wife according to earlier reports. It was also
reported that Rousseau had
been twice married and divorced.
The murders were committed
on f eb. 8. The crime was report, ed at approximately 10 p.m.
' Sullivan was arrested in Tilt<'>n several hours after the
shooting. He was arrested and
MURDER, page 6

Students thronged to buy surplus military paraphernalia at the Army /Navy sale in the MUB
this week. (Cindy Rich photo)

Despondent students cry out
By W. Glenn Stevens
A group of despondent student senators have created a new
organization they hope will
make the administration more
aware of student concerns.
"Students for a Better Campus (SFBC) can address some
issues in a manner that no one
~lse can," said co-coordinator
Ken Bartlett.
Bartlett was quick to point
out that SFBC is not officially
associated with the student
senate, howe:ver.
Bartlett said that student
Although there was some snowfall last weekend, a relative!
problems more of ten than not
mild winter so far has failed to bury these reeds on the frozen fall on "deaf ears" whe n prespond behind Young Drive. (Cindy Rich photo)
ented to the administration.
SFBC has a banner hanging
in the front h all of the MUB
they hope will m ake stude nts
think about some of the issues
they consider to be important.
"Tasteless dining halls, inacAccording to Browne, "the cessible Classes, unqual ified
By Paul Tolme .
most common cause of injury advising and overcrowded
UNH Family Researcher An- to adult women is physical dorms;" are some of the issues
gela Browne is currently writing attack by sp·0uses and lovers. "
a· book about battered women Also, violent experiences wit.ii
who hit back, killing their mates have occured in over one
abusive spouses.
fourth of American women ..
The book elaborates on issues
As a last resort, violent rethe auth.or encountered in a taliation is legal according to By Jim Church
study conducted on 42 w.o men U.S. statutes, said Browne. But
"The campus shouldn't let the
who struck back against their suspicion of the woman's psy- space shuttle explosion pass
abusive spouses.
ch0logical stability ofteri accom- without asking questions," said
Browne suggests that bat- panies these self-defense sta- George Romoser, UNH profestered women, like prisoners of tutes.
sor of Political Science.
war, sometimes react to "capTo remedy this situation,
"There is a tendency to ask
tivity" by developing survival the woman why she didn't Romoser has organized a symskills, instead of plans to escape. retreat or pack up and leave if posium which will be held
The captives' perceived powe- things were so bad, but why tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Murkland
rlessness increasingly limits should she hit the road fike a Hall Auditorium. The seminar
their alternatives.
fugitive when he broke the will feature four panelists.
According to Browne , who law?" asked Browne.
"Should we be devoting such
edits a national journal on
According to Browne, vio- a large quantity of resources to
violence, prisoners of war and lence by men against their wives the space shuttle? Have people
battered women learn to cope ·is often seen as non-criminal forgotten the complexity and
with their situation. But this because of the American socie- fragility, and hence, the inherent
coping sometimes ends with the ty's view of the sanctity of family danger, of space traveP" Romwoman killing her abuser.
privacy, and traditional belief oser 'will ask the audience to
"They attempted to..cope with of men's aggression versus consider these and other questhe immediate threat by appeas..: women's passivity.
tions.
ing the violent partner and
Edward Chupp, UNH profesMany ot our current attitudes
avoiding actions which might on family violence came from sor of Physics, will draw on his
further anger him, but saw most English Common Law, said past and present relationship
other alterntives as too dariger- Browne, which regarded wife with the National Aeronautics
ous to pursue," said Browne.
. and children as the man's prop- and Space Administration
The spouse'~ extreme erty. Men had the right to (NASA) to provide a brief
jealousy, the victim's shame and violently discipline, "even unto history of NASA and the shuttle
fear, and the public's ignorance.... death."
program.
·
of the problem inflates feelings
Chupp works at the UNH
But, according to Browne,
of danger and isolation, said American attitudes are slowly Space Science Center and is
Browne.
currently engaged in three·
changing.

Teaclier writes of
battered women

exist to remind the administrathe banner describes.
According- to Bartlett the tion that students care," he
banner is designed to make ·added.
Bartlett said SFBC has
potential freshmen ask the.ir
admittance counselors ques- . planned a "lottery march." He
tions. "We didn't put up the said students who are '!ottered
banner to scare away prospec- out' of dorms will march
tive freshmen," said Bartlett, through administrative offices
'.'but the only time the admin- for this demonstration.
Director of Residential Life,
istration will ever listen to
students is at this phase where Carol Bischoff, said she is "unaware of any problems" between
there is money involved."
Vice President of Academic students and the administration.
Affairs, Richard Hersh, recently Bischoff added she has tried to
requested weekly meetings be have.a "real reeling of openness
conducted with student senators with students."
"What she (Bischoff) h as
to "discuss academic issues as
they arise." But according to done hasn't helped students on
Bartlett, "Dick Hersh thinks this campus," said Bartlett. 'T d
student input is marvelous only . like to talk to her but I doubt
if they agree with the admin- she'd grant me a n appointment," he said.
istration."
Bischoff said she would "be
"We need a communication
system that permits trust and glad" to address student issues
before the student senate but
affirms dialogue," said Hersh.
"The administration takes said. she hasn't been invited to
students for granted," ·said SFBC do so.
member Peter Donovan. "We

Shuttle explosion examined
NASA-sponsored insrrumentdesign research programs to.tailing over. $600,000.
Chupp has worked on other
NASA projects. In 1980, NASA
fired a satellite into space which
contained a gamma ray spectrometer Chupp helped to design. Chupp said he anticipates
a strong future for NASA.
Joshua Meyrowitz, associate
professor in the communications program at UNH, will
discuss the effect television had
on perceptions of the space
shuttle explosion. "When the
space shuttle exploded, no one
knew what was going on. There
was no sense of control," Meyrowitz said.
Meyrowitz, who recently published a book ·on the impact of
electronic media on social behavior, will also address the
television-created relationship
between NH teacher Christa
McAuliffe and millions of Americans. "There were. many stories
about teachers breaking into
tears and- running out of thfjir
classrooms. Adults didn't have
a chance to conspire as to what

to tell kids," said-Meyrowitz.
Meyrowitz said he hopes to
portray the shuttle accident in
a different light. He said studying it from a distance will help
to show how we are manipulated by our "19 inch neighorhood," or television, he said.
UNH Reverend David Grainger will discuss the way the
space shuttle accident has illum.,.
inated American morals. "I
think the reaction w the space
shuttle shows that maybe we're
not aware of where our moraJs

. ".
1ie.

Grainger said he is particularly interested in people's
decisions to focus intensely on
the space shuttle rather than
other important issues like
foreign policy in Central America or the Gramm-Rudman Bill.
Each panelist will speak for
approximately 10 minutes. Questions will then be answ.ered.
"The main idea of the symposium is to get the audience
involved in. the .discussion process," Romoser said.
The symposium is sponsored
by UNH's Technology, &ience,
and Values. Program.
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Are you concerned about getting a
job after graduation? Do you want to
make a career change? Are you looking
for a new job? Then, come to the JOB FAIR.

§

Grill Specialties

Recruitment personnel from Business, Industry, Government and
non-profit agencies will be taking resumes for specific positions as
well as offering counsel on employment opportunities in general.

8 lh:~
R

-MUB·PUB-

FAIR 11 open to STUDENTS and Ai.UMNI
.
of Ille loltowtng ln1t1tutlon1:

§
S

Colby-SoWVtJr College

Doniel Webster College
Franklin Pierce CollegP.
Hawthorne College
Keene State College

New England College
New Hom~ire College
Notre Dome College

Plymouth State College

§
§
8

Rivier College
Saint Anselm College
School for Lifelong Learning
Unr.-ersity ol New Hampshire

Wednesday, .
February 19, 1986
St. Anselm College
John Maurus Carr
Activity Center
St: Anselm Drive
Manchester,
New Hampshire
10:00 AM to 4:00 PM
~.r..r.r~.r..r..r..r..-oc

. ··sI
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For lurtller lnlormollon, conlact your cOllege's placement olllce

I

orColl~9~2

The 12th Annual JOI FAIR la aponlOfed by the New Hompllllre College a
un1..r111y Council Job

~I
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Night Grill (M-R 3:30-7:30)
Monday-Hamburger
Tuesday-Grilled Cheese & Ham
Wednesday-BLT
only .69¢

s
lS~

~

ATlHE

PISTACHIOS---=-.
What!
you've never tried
Pistachio's?
Stop in t.o day
and try our new toppings,
ranging· from
oreos to m&m's and more!

NIGHT GRILL---~

I

·1
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MUSO presents:

~e~~
o~ ~~~49 '.
~~o~~

Stop by for our super
~ 69¢ specials
served fro.m 3:,3 0-7,:30 pm .
Monday-Hamburger
· Tuesday-,Grilled Cheese and Ham
Wednesday-BLT

•.

.CAFETERIA
Why not try our new
. Meatball Sub
served
afternoon and evening
at the Grill
only $1.70

MUBPUB--Join us from 4- 7 pm
on Friday afternoons
for TGIF
dis.count food prices
and great entertainment.

MUB

Thursday eve in the Mub Pub UNH ID and
positive age ID required ..
$1.00 students

.

$2.00 non-students. -·
'

CATERING--~

Say it with a cake!
-Happy Birthday
-Congratulations
-Good Luck, etc.
A de!icious chocolate cake
with chocolate frosting
$9.00
Order one now 868-2046
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UNH develops 'seeing' robot CALENDAR
By Amy VanDerBosch
UNH engineers are building
a "seeing robot" that will spraypaint car dashboards at David. son Rubber Co. in Farmington.
This new robot, through the use
of two video cameras, allows the
robot to adapt to changing
positions of the dashboards on
the conveyor belt, therefore
figuratively "seeing."
Gordon Kraft, UNH engineering professor working on
the controls for the project, said
this is "a real fun project and
keeps us all hoppin' ," because
this is the first robot they've
created that can see.
Two other UNH professors
on the Robotics Committee are
W. Thomas Miller, the computer programming expert and
Filson Glanz, responsible for
signal processing and the mechanics involving video cameras. Fred Wakefield, manager
of the project from Davidson
Rubber -Co., and 4 graduate
students are also part of the
robotics group.
Other robots, explains Kraft,
are like "a worker who is blind."
They function as programmed,
repeating the same motion over
and over again, not adapting to
any changes.
But with the use of video
cameras, one placed directly
above the part, and the other
aimed at the side allowing for
point by point observation of
the product, this new "seeing
robot" can adapt to changes.
The robot temporarily stores
these images in memory, and
converts them -into digits, allowing the robot to determine
what car type the dashboard is
(part rf:cognition) and immediately paint the part as such.
Previously Davidson had to
paint a certain number of Chevy
dashboards, shut the sytem
down, prepare for the painting
of the next number of Buick
dashboards, paint them ... etc.
which slows productivity. This
seeing robot however, partially
eliminates this problem called
"downtime."
·
This new approach improves
the quality control, allowing for
95-96 percent of the .parts
produced to be almost perfect,
attaining the consistent and
accurate paint job needed to
please Detroit car manufacturers.
This performance is not possible when done by humans or
"blind" robots, as Kraft expJained, humans are simply
fallible. A robot can produce the
same product it does during the
first hour of work as it does
during the last hour of work .
whereas humans cannot.
The robotics committee
wishes to stress that these
robots are not taking work from
· the employees, but on the contrary, provide perhaps more
jobs. These robots are not to be
feared but used to the advantage
of those etther directly or indirectly involved.
This project has provided
numerous benefits for both the
university and Davidson Rubber
Co.
Kraft explains that the relationship between the two parties involved is the most important factor, mutual benefit is
needed to allow for a truly
successful project.
Wakefield, a UNH alumnis,
has made this communication
and equal benefit possible, Kraft
said. Wakefield is managing the
project making_ sure UNH and

Davidson work together as a
tea,m to make the project a true
success.
·
This project has been a tremendous bonus to the UNH
engineering department. Students involved in the project
profit from it by receiving actual
experience with an undertaking
they might encounter during
their career.
The students work through
a local industry on a real advanced system allowing them
to take everything they've
learned - theory, computer,
electronics - and pull it altogether into a single project.
Draft explains that the experience and education these
grad students are getting here
from this project is at the same

level as schools such as Massachusettes Institute of Technology.
Carl Henry Piel is a graduate
student who has held a great
deal of responsibility throughout this project. He has been
the main force in getting the
robot running in the robotics
lab in Kingsbury.
·
Those involved are currently
duplicating the perfected prototype in Kingsbury to the actual
system at Davidson Rubber Co.
in Farmington.
UNH is currently discussing
possible contracts for similar
projects with 22 other companies, and will also work on future
"seeing robots" to perform
other tasks for Davidson Rubber
Co.

MORE FOR YOUR BUCK!
$2.95 Each of Eight (BJ

(11
··· . ·
Luncheon Specials . : •
Meet Our New Chef
Di_
r ectly from Peking

·

.I

~ L';ll ~&

~

.Lunch 11:30 a.m.-2 p.m. Tues.-Fri.
Dinner 5 pm-f pm tues.-Sun.
Cocktails Available
To Go: Call 868-1221

Chinese '4MlliliSI.,
Restaurant
0.-..

----...._.--

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: ys.
p.m.

Hartford~

Field House, 7

WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY: vs. Brown, Snively, 7 p.m.
PUBLIC FORUM/DISCUSSION: "After the Shuttle Disaster:
Technology and Human Values." Sponsored by
Technology, Society, and Values Program. Room 110,
Murkland, 7 :30 p.m., tree.
~ace

PARAGON: Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ. "If
I Should Die... " Presentation exploring life, death ... and beyond!
Granite State Room, MUB, 8 p.m., free.
UNH PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: Bratton Recital Hall,
Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19
SUMMER JOB FAIR: Sponsored by Career Planning and
Placement, is an opportunity to meet with over 60 various
organizations to discuss summer employment and internships.
Granite State Room, MUB, 9:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
BROWN BAG IT AT THE GALLERIES: Gallery walk with
Gary Haven Smith, UNH graduate, exhibiting artist.
University Galleries, Paul Arts, noon.
WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR SERIES: Co-sponsored
with the Women's Center. "Women in S__ports as Depicted
in Literature and the Media." Joyce Mills, Physical Education.
Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, Ml.JB~ noon to 1 p.m.
CONTINUING THE REVOLUTION: Women Talking with.
Women: Consciousness-Raising. Co-sponsors: Women's
Studies, Women's Commission and Women's Center.
Underwood House, 3:30-5 p.m.
MEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Niagara, Field House, 7:30 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER PREVIEW: "The Crucible."
Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. $2 admission.
PARAGON: Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ. "If
I Should Dre... " Granite State Room, MUB, 8 p.m., free.

.AT THE

THURSDAY, FEB~UARY 20
Last day to withdraw and qualify for 1/2 tuition refund.
FACULTY CENTER OPEN HOUSE: All university faculty,
staff, and PAT's invited. Faculty Center, 2 Garrison Ave.,
3:30 to 5 p.m.
LATIN AMERICAN FILM SERIES: "They Don't Wear Black
Tie." Film on labor strife in Brazil, in Portuguese w_ith subtitles.
Murkland Auditorium, 6:30-9 p.m. Admissmn $2.
MUSO FILM: "Witness." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and 9:30
p.m. Students $1, General $2.

LET -US DO THE COOKING!
Tuesday. February 18
Pesto
Spanish Chicken
Vegetable Medley
Spinach Gourmet
Corn Chowder
Hamburg Soup

MEN'S HOCKEY: vs. Maine, Snively, 7.:30 p.m.
WRESTLING: vs. University of Maine, 7:30 p.m.
CONCERT: UNH JAZZ BAND AND THE NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN. Granite State Room, MUB, 8 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "The Crucible." Through February
22. Hennessy Theater Paul Arts, 8 p.m. Students/Staff/ Alumni/Seniors $4; General $5.

FRlDAY, FEBRUARY 21
Wednesday. February 19
Mushroom Qu~che
Sweet and Sour Pork
Cauliflower Au Gratin
Rice Alfredo
. Cream of Broccoli Soup
Chicken Noodle Soup

Deadline for student organization registration.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Vermont, Field House, 7
p.m.
SENIOR RECITAL: Elizabeth Thibault, voice. Bratton Recital
Hall, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "The Crucible." Hennessy
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

Thursday. February 20
Spinach I R.icotta Pasta
Meat Lasagna
Zucchini
. Pepper I Onions
Italian Vegetable Soup
Cream of Mushroom Soup

Friday. February 21
Pizza Day!

Monday. February 24
Macaroni and Cheese with Vegetables
Barbecue Chicken
Corn and Peppers
Charlie Brown Potatoes
French Onion Soup
Cream of Broccoli Soup

Typistry
Word processing, resumes, repqrts, letters, proposals, thesis,
your creation professionally
typed.
436-2334

•, 1
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ACADEMIC
REGISTRATIO N FOR MEDICAL/DEN TAL
SCHOOL: If you're planning to attend medical/ dental school in 1986-87, register now with
the Premedical Office Room 14, Floor B, Dimond
Library.

.

JOB TARGETING FOR SENIORS AND GRADS:
Sponsored by Career Planning & Placement. Learn
how to choose a career, define your objectives and
explore career directions. Especially tailored for
graduating students. Thursday, February 20, Carroll
Room, MUB, 12:30 to 2 p.m.

.Job fair .e xpOu nds
•
on expe rienc
e
By Jennifer Hightower

Are you interested in a job
which will improve your comCLUBS AND ORGANIZATIO NS
munication skills, provide an
education1l experience, bring
UNH LITTLE ROY AL-ANIMAL SIGN UPS:
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Sponsored
pt:rsonal reward, many friendSponsored by UNH Animal Science Club. Sign
by Non-Traditional Student Center. Workshop
ships
and a salary plus commisup sheet available in Room 208 Kendall, Barton
facilitated by Career Planning & Placement.
sion? And, in addition to all this,
Hall bulletin board and the MUB Information Desk.
Covering methods and techniques to use in
put you in a position in which
All UNH students are eligible. Deadline is February
preparing your resume that will maximize your
you will have social and political
21.
marketability. Thursday, February 20, Underwood
impact?
House, 12:30 to 2 p.m. For more info., call 3647.
JUGGLING CLUB MEETING: Wednesday, MUB
It sounds almost too good to
(check at Info Desk for room), 7 to 11 p.m.
be true, but former UNH junior,
Kelly Anderson told UNH
COLLEGIATE 4-H MEETING: Open to all majors,
HEALTH
students of all the benefits of
no previous 4-H experience required. New members
the Public Interest/Reand interested persons are always welcome. Tuesday,
DRUG AWARENESS PROGRAM: Sponsored
search/Growth (PIRG), "The
February 18, Room 212, Kendall, 7 p.m.
by Health Education Center. Presentation will
Job Alternative," in a series
discuss drugs and their effect on body and behavior.
of information sessions and
JEWISH STUDENT ORGANIZATIO N MEETTuesday, February 18, TV Room, Stoke, 8:30 p.m.
interviews conducted in the MUB
ING: Mandatory for all those interested. Tuesday,
on Friday.
February 18, Carroll Room, MUB, 7 p.m. For more
OPEN ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Individuals
info. call Debby, 4434 or Lois, 4261.
The PIRGs are student run
concerned about their drinking are welcome.
organizations which enable
Wednesday, Wolff House, noon to 1 p.m. Call
UNH CHESS CLUB ORGANIZATION AL MEETHealth Education, 3823 for more info.
students to channel their energy
JNG: Anyone interested in playing or learning
toward social change. The orto play chess is welcome. Tuesday, February 18,
ADULT CHiLDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: For
ganization
makes it possible for
Room 53, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m.
individuals affected by a· parent's problem drinking.
. students to work with experts
Thursday, Underwood House, 8 to 9:30 p.m. and
such as lobbyists or lawyers, who
UNH HORSEMAN'S CLUB MEETING: WedFridays, Catholic Student Center, 7:30 to 9 p.m.
they might otherwise not have
nesday, February 19, Room 214, Hamilton Smith,
access to, in order ·to pass
5:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S AA: Fridays, Wolff House, noon to
legislative bills.
1 ·p.m. Call Health Education, 3823 for more info.
BABCOCK LECTURE SERIES: "China and Deng
Anderson described the PIRG
Xiaoping" by David Long, PhD., History. Sponsored
experience as politically, envirby Babcock House Council. Wednesday, February
onmentally and socially educa19, Main Lounge, Babcock House, 8:30 p.m.
- tional. One may develop the
GENERAL
skills to motivate and activate
WOMEN'S CENTER MEETING: Thursday, Febothers
which will be helpful to
ruary 20, Women's Center, MUB, 7 p.m. All students
SECOND ANNUAL .W.OMEN'S COMMISSION
future lawyers or lobbyists.
welcome.
AW ARD: Nominations are requested for the
There is also great personal
·Second Annual Women's Commission Award to
TELE LESSON CLINIC: Sponsored by NH Outing
reward in knocking on many
. honor a person who has contributed significantly
Club. Bring lunch, skis and poles. Saturday, February
doors, discussing issues and
to advancing the status of women at UNH. This
22, Gunstock Ski Area, 7:45 a.m. Pre-trip meeting
award has been established to encourage further
educating others.
to be announced. $25 cost.
efforts irj prop:ioting ~quity for women in the UNH
Thirteen students and one
. cornrirnnity.· The award will be presented during
PIR,G ~ member at the 1 p_.m·.
CAREER
die annual Women's History Program on March
session spoke to undeclared
12, 1986. Send nomination of student, faculty or
students as well as art, political
CAREER NIGHT-MATHE MATICS: Sponsored .
staff membe.r to UNH President's Commission
science, sociology and civil
by Career Planning & Placement, Field Experience
on the Star:us of Women, -Batcheller House by
and UNH Alumni Association. Panel discussion
engineering majors as they
February 28. If you n~ed forther info., call Women's
with professionals in the field of mathematics.
circled around Anderson. The
Commission 1058.
·
Tuesday, February 18, Alumni Center, 7 p.m.
students came because they were
interested in recyling, wanted
FUTURES I-MATCHING YOUR VALUES TO
to
make political or social
MAJORS AND 'CAREERS: Sponsored by Career
·NON-TRADITI ON AL STUDENT CENTER
change, were "environmental ly
Planning & Placement. Workshop will include
TRIP: Families· and singl~s welcome if y~u are
concerned" or were simply
identifying your values and the factors which will
a non-traditional studen(, to go on this bus trip
curious.
affect your career satisfaction, such as salary, time,
to Portland. Coffee and tea at Underwood House
Presently existing in nineteen
freedom, recognition. These values will also be
at 8 a.m. Bus leaves from in front of Stoke at 8:30
related to possible career choices and majors .
various states including Masa.m. and returns by 6 p.m., Saturday, February 22.
Adults $6, children $3. Reservations .required, call
Wednesday, February 19, Hillsborough Room, 4
sachusetts, New Jersey, Ohio
to 5:30 p.m.
3647.
and Florida, each organization
works on environmental and·
consumer issues. For example,
tP'"..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r...r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r......-......-..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r......-..r..r..r......-..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r...r..,;.-..r..r..r..r..r......-..r..r..r..r..r..r"1 the PIRG in Massachusetts just
facilita.ted the passing of a new
S
•••
generic drug law so that the
elde~ly. and poor can afford
S medteatton. ·
.
SS
The Massachusetts PIRG 1s
presently working on trying to
pass an emergency clean-up bill
because of widespread contamSS inati?n o_f drinking water due
ll to aod ra_1_
h. , .
.
Dir: Peter Weir (USA, 1985, 111 min) Starring: Hamson Ford, 30
On any one campaign, PIRG
Kelly McGillis, Lukas Haas. Ford plays a Philadelphia cop
whose only witness to a murder is an Amish boy visiting the 0 is able to spend about one dollar
citywithhisrecentlywidowedmother. Whentheinvestigation S as compared to the opponents'
leaas to his own police department, Ford has to hide out with · 8 ten dollars;: 'Fhis is the reason
the Amish. Australian director Weir sees the beauty·of the
that people are so vitally imAmerican countryside and the charm of Amish "plainness"
portant. Most of the support
with a fresh vision. There are moments ofreal beaufy, while S the PIRGs get i ,~ from people
McGillisandHaasareverygoodastheAmishmotherandson.
who are ordinary Citizens. It is
~ the hard work and dedication
S of the PIRG members that

sM USO F·i 1m Ser·ies presents

s8

Witness .
§
. b' .
Th urs d ay F.e ru a ry 20 .§8

§

s

8
8
8

§

Harriso n Ford
is .John Book.

S

~

§ 7 & 9:30 p.m. Strafford Room

I$1.00 students $2.00 non-students

I·, §u.,,.~.-. .-~. . . .

TN

A big city cop. A small country boy.
They have nothing in common
but a murder.

..

§
DER- ------§§------ --MUR
(continued from page 3)
§
§

§ charged with Driving While
§ lntoxicated.
According to police he w;is
~ transported to Strafford County

II

., ., . ~_;.,;. ., . . ,r., , ., ., . .J"'.,;. ;. ,......... ..r..........r..r..........,..,,.........,,.,r.,,..r..r..r..r..........r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r...r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r
...&

_,..._,..._,...r...;.........

enables them to act, not money.
PIRG members talk to the
people of the communities, get
their support and then tell the
legislature.· When they passed
rhe Massachusetts bottle bill to
encourage recycling, "We went
out into the community and
generated 10,000 calls in one
week. People sent mail and
bottles to their senators. We got
a 2/3 majority vote," Anderson
said. She said this fight and
victory over a major corporation
set a precedent for the passing
of a lot of other legislation in
Massachusetts.
A typical day for a PIRG
worker is to educate the public
about environmental or consumer issues, identify which people might become involved, and
help them become more involved.
Members must fundraise for
the organization. A membership fee is $15 per year to be
a p~rt of the Massachusetts
PIRG and the crew members
are required to have made $75.:.
$80 by 9 p.m. each night to
remain a part of the organization.
Presently, Massachusetts
PIRG workers are earning approximately $135 per week in
salary, in addition to 40 percent
of their nightly quota which
totals about $200-$240 salary
with commission.
"This is a job for people who
are highly motivated and dedicated to social change. We are
not lQQking for experience in
politics, but people who are
motivated and looking for an
alternative to waitressing or
something," Anderson said.
A probable 20 out of 40
applicants will be accepted for
an observation day at the beginning of the summer. Following·three trials days to make the
quota by canvassing a town with
an experienced crew, the applicant is invited to be on the staff.
About 90 percent do make
quota.
The PIRGs also contain opportunities for upward career
mobility. There is a demand for
managers, directors, campaign
organizers, and writers of newsletters, to name a few.
Anderson said th-a t working
for the PIRGs is fun. One works
with many people, concerned
people with many of the· same
values and ideals. There are also
retreats to give members a time
to socialize.
Anderson began working for
Massachusetts PIRG this past
summer while she was doing
an internship for the Beverly
Times. PIRG approached her
and offered her an assistantdir~ctorship in Cambridge. Anderson already has twelve people
working for her and is developing skills daily in organizing,
training and ·dealing with people.

jail late Sunday after necessary
paper work was completed
authorizing the move him from
Belknap county jail in Laconia.
Sullivan, a former Dover

resident is being represented
by Alfred Catalfo, Jr. of Dover.
A bail hearing is set for today
and a probable-cause hearing
is scheduled for March 24 if
agreeable with Catalfo.
The case will be prosecuted
by Assistant Attorney General
Gregory Swope.
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MUSO presents
in the MUB PUB.

-------SHUTTLE-------.<c~nti~uea from page I)
roy maintains that "the Student senate is not here just to
take care of the shuttle," and
he added that Kari-van has not
been asked to do anything
beyond the scope of its duties.
"There is no way we can be
involved on a daily basis," said
Foy. He said originally a senate
member had been put in charge
of the shuttle but "it's hard to
find anyone who can put the
time into it."
Creation of the Commuter
Transit Authority (CT A) was
the senate's plan. CTA members
meet weekly to go over figures
and discuss the Shuttle's progress.
"A campus shuttle is so completely unprecedented at this
traditionally 'walking campus'
that neither Foy or anyone else
was at all sure how it would gb
over," said Coffey. "It should
·have been the student senate's
responsibility to research the

PAGE SEVEN

proposal thoroughly."
"'Kari--van has done "all the
legwork and received none of
the credit," said Coffey. "All the
Kari-van office does receive is
complaints. Without the Karivan office there would be no
shuttle. We pulkd this thing
through.''
The shuttle pt:its an extra
strain on the already busy Karivan off ice, Coffey said, complaining that a large percentage
of their time is now devoted to
fielding comphint calls and
assigning "side-trips" to pick
up passengers at non-scheduled
stops. "I would like to see more
direct involvement and responsibility taken by the senate and
CTA," said (:offey.
Looking ahead, Foy is cautiously optimistic. "Maybe next
year we can put someone in
more direct charge of the shuttle. Someone to deal more
closely with Kari-van."

AMICHAEL NFSMnll Presentation
An EDGE CITY Produclion "REPO MAN'' HARRY DEAN STANTON • EMILIO ESTEVF.l
Dumor ol Photography

ROBBY MUil.ER Ex.cuove l'loduar MICHAEL NFSMnll

ProducodbvJONArnAN WACKSan.tPETER McCAR'lllY WrdlmandOirectedbyALEX COX
tREPOMAN Theme Music by IGGY POPI }i~~~ri.~ ~~.

Friday February 21st
2 Shows 8:00 and 10:00
Students: 1.00. ,

Non-students: 2.00

UNH ID and positive age ID required.

- - -·LINDBERG· --(continued from page J ~
up to his death ;~d attended a
Freshman English instructors'
meeting last week, in spite of
the .evident progression of his
disease . "He was really concerned to listen and to be
helpful. He didn't want anybody
to feel sor;y for him," said
Professor Sarah Sherman, who
recalled Lindberg's specific concern for one of her 401 students
experiencing difficulties with
a paper. "He had tremendous
integrity as a person."
"Gaty was a truly noble human being. Somehow in confronting this terrible disease
he became finer," said Professor
Michael DePorte.
During one of his hospital
stays last year, Lindberg recorded a lecture on a tape
recorder beside his bed so that
students would not miss their
first lecture of the semester.
Lindberg "delighted. in the
things he taught" and '-'the play
in ideas," DePorte said. "He had
all kinds of wonderful ideas for

programs :" One course Lindberg devised ha.s a 30-page
syllabus. "He knew how to draw
out the best in students."
"I think that somehow Gary
will be with us for ·q uire sotne
time," said Professor Andrew
Merton, head of the UNH
journalism program.
In late 1983 Merton interviewed Lindberg for an article
he was working on about fatherhood. Merton said he was interested to inquire how Lindberg's illness affected his
perspective as a father. Talking
about his son Peter, Lindberg
said: "One part of me projects
ahead merrily. I'm curious about
what he'll be like at 25, what
choices he'll m~ke. l' d like to
think we'll be able to talk about
those choices. Another part of
me thinks more spiritually,
about being able to watch in a
more disembodied way."
Lindberg is survived by his
wife Judy, their son Peter, 15,
and his mother.

REQUIRED
CO.URSE

Domino's Pizza Delivers® the
tastiest, most nutritious 'course'
on your busy schedule. We
make great custo1111-made pizza
and deliver - steamy hot - in
less than 30 minutest So take a
break from studying and have a
tasty treat. One call does it am

FAMOUS BRANDS ...
... AT DISCOUNT PRICES
Reebok• New Balance• Nike
Converse• Avia •Foot-Joy
Tretorn • Etonic• Pony
Adidas• Puma• Tiger

~---------------~
$1.oo off

I

I

Receive $1.00 off any 1 item or
more pizza. One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 2-28-86. Fast, free delivery.
Fast, Free ~elivery"'

RED.'S

AND MORE!
0

\)1SHOE

•\0- .

·&ARN

On Kari-Van route

Broadway

M-F
Sat.
9:30-9 9-5:30

Sun.

12-5

Dover

Our drivers carry less than
$20..00.
Limited delivery area.

II®
L.---------------..1
©1985 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

Offtr/Jll
JDeA

DOMINO'S

PIZZA

DELIVERS®
FREE.
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Happy hour in MUB PUB
By Amy VanDerBosch

take-ou,t ·&
fish market.. ,
•fresh fish
•haddock
•scrod
NEW from our GRILL
... Bring back the taste of
summer ...

•sole
·•steamers

A new alternative to fraternity happy hours will be offered
Friday nights from 4 pm to 7
pm in the Mub Pub, according
to MUSO member Kim Pratt
~ 1 and MUB PUB programmer
•
Virginia Trapp.
MUSO will present the first
TGIF entertainment night tonight. This will be a new and
inexpensive option available
to students which will provide
entertainment and refreshments.
Tonight TGIF is featuring

two performing comedians
from the Boston Comedy Company. Future features will consist of light entertainment such
as folk music, guitar music,
comedy videos, a hypnotist, and
the possibility of an "open
mike" night giving students the
chance to entertain.
Admission may vary, but is
estimated to be $1.50 for students and $2.50 for non students. Although alcohol will
be sold at regular prices, the food
wiII be offered at discount1prices.
Platt said the happy hour

a

would give students~ chance
to "unwind" from their week

of studying. And according to
Trapp, the idea will benefit
those underage students who
wish to participate in happy
hours.
Start your Valentine weekend
and each succeeding weekend
off right by joining MUSO in
their TGIF celebration. All
that's needed is a positive UNH
ID, identification showing
you're 18 or older, and $1.50then just sit back and TGIF. .

.RESUMES.

HADDOCK Boat or
Sandwich

Electronically Typed
$17.50 includes

•in~ssels

$2.99

··• tive lobster

.•and much
morel

Typing, Selection of Pape~ and Envelopes

plus tax

AS WELL AS ALL OF
YOUR DE.EP-FRIED
FAVORITES

Plus·
25 copies* 25 envelopes* 25 exna sheets of paper

.

(Changes easily made with our 30 day memory storage.)
Open Monday - Friday 8:30-5:30

Durham Copy
Jenkins Court •Durham, N.H. •868-7031

yes ... we are now open ·
'til 9:30 p.m. Thurs.,
Fri., Sat.

WE'LL PAY YOU TO GET INTO

SHAPE JftlS SUMMER.

·If you have at least
two years of college left,
you carf~end six weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp this summer and earn
approximate,ly $600.
· And if you qualify,· you
can enter the ROTC 2y ear Program this fall and
receive up to $1,000 a year.
But the big payoff
happens on graduation day.
That's when you receive
an officer's commission.
. So get your body iri
shape (not t9 mention your
bank account).
·
Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science.
~

ARMY ROTC.

BEALLYOU CAM BE.

:IA.*"10
I

.~ 11!~

CONTACT MAJOR
TOM TAYLOR
ZAIS HALL
862-1078
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is "1tleek

-ECSTASY(continued from page 1)
proven addictive. Test results
will not be available until this
summer, according to the W ashington Post report.
Manufacturers and sellers of
MDMA are subject to fines of
$125,000 and a 15 year jail term,
although possession of a small
amount is only a misdemeanor
in many states.
A UNH Public Safety officer,
when asked about MDMA use
on campus, hesitated and replied
that he really didn't have any
information at the moment.
MDMA was first synthesized
by German chemists in 1914,
who mistook it for an appetite
suppressant. Side effects include
nausea, sweating, dehydration,
blurred vision, and jaw clenching, said Dinzeo. "It's called the
· 'love drug' and basically alters
perceptions and lets you become
more in touch with feelings."
The three-time user agreed
with the above description.
"When you first start to get off
your limbs are heavy, your body
is warm, vision is blurred, and
yom eyes dilate," the user said.
"You want to talk and be with
other people who areX'ing. At
it's height it's better than sex,"
she said.
"You can talk about anything,
and there are no constraints
around your emotions, no problems that can't be put off until
tomorrow."
These students agreed that
X exaggerates the mood or
frame of mind of the user. It will
not make an · angry person
happy, only more willing to talk
about their anger.
A September 6, 1985 Science
magazin~ article attributes fatalities to doses of higher than
300 mg, as well as a 48 hour
exhaustion period following 100
to 300 mg doses. The article also
suggests permanent brain damage could result from one use.
There are only minor reservations about its use, n:gardless
of the uncertainty of longterm
effects.
"People should really know
what they're taking and find out
about it before taking it so
readily," said a concerned Dinzeo. "And no drugs, especially ·
ones like Ecstasy whose results ·
aren't known, should ever be
mixed with others."
"A friend of mine took three
hits at once and ended up in the
hospital with hallucinations.
You probably should regulate
how much you take comparable
to your body weight," said the
three time user.
Others deplore the widespread use of the unrested, mystery .shrouded drug. "I think it's
pretty irresponsible for all of
these people to take it without
even knowing what it's doing
to their bodies," said one freshman.
"XTC is all around campus,
and. the majority of people who
haven't tried it at least know
somebody who has," said another student. "It's easy to get
too ... would you like some?"

O:

What heads south for the
winter without leaving '
Portsmouth?
A: Our Pri~es 1·

at' • ••
8b8-JJ05
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OUR BOILER WENT POOF IN DOWNTOWN
DURHAM
Our tired, old boiler in our Durham Store backfired and blew smoke & soot all over
the place. Some clothing is Soiled-Not Damaged. We have reduced the so(led
merchandise for final clearance. Save ·up to 80% OFF. NOW!

SALE OF MONSTROUS
PAOPOATIONS

.((nmrn11•~

(SAVINGS UP TO 50% OA MORE)
CONTINUES THROUGH JAN. 31

DURHAM

MACAO WORLD'S

DOWNTOWN

(~~~·"'
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SPECIAL INTEREST HOUSING OPTIONS '

SMITH HALL INTERNATIONAL CENTER
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ALUMNI
SPEAKERS
PROGRAM

ROOM ·,86 DRAW!!
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TUESDAYS
12:45 ~ 2 P.M.
. PAUL ARTS CENTER
ROOM A-218
Talks by Art Department Alumni
Open to the Public

Population comprised of· 2/3 American Students
and 1/3 students from abroad

t2

MINI DORMS ·

§

t

Creative Arts House
Outdoor Experiential Learning House
Individual Development House
Communicatio~s House
Physical Awareness House
Environmental Issues House

Eaton House
Hall House
Marston House
Richardson House
Sackett House ·
Woodruff House

·

§

Sponsored by the U.N.H. Art Dept

*

BE A·p111 .OF - - - - - SCOPE ----S-T_U_D-EN_T_S-in-'t-er-e-st_e_d

SCOPE

in V()lunteering for
produc·ti on

SCOPE

and ·security

SCOPE
.

FA~~~6hF~CE

.

J

.scOPE

JON ouitHER AXIS '

concert

SCOPE
SCOPE.
SCOP
E
SCOPE
··,

.SCOPE

··

******
Apply now ...
Positions available ...

SCHEDULING.
COORDINAT OR
for

-·FRESH MAN
ORIENT ATION

MUST A·TTE,ND
a mandato ry·
·fDeeting
.

Wednesday, February 19, 1986
Belknap Room-MUB
8:30 p.m.

'BQ

May 1st-June 27th: 15-20 hours/we·e k until the end of
finals; then full-time until June 27th
Terms: $4.00/hour and Free Room in June and Free Dining
Pass in June
or (your choice)
.
$4.50/hour and Free Dining Pass in June
APPLICATIONS -AVAILABLE
in the Dean of Students Office
2nd Floor - Huddleston Hall
APPLICATION DEADLINE : FEBRUARY

*
***
*·
'***
***
***
'*
***
***
**
***
**
***
***
*** ·
**
***
**
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Coupon Special .

Resumes

1
1
I

envelopes

includes typing
matching paper

I

25 sets
copies
sheets
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-dissertations
-thesis
-all printing orders

·GIRL SCOUTS

I
: DISCOUNT
8¢ PHOTOCOPIES I
'
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STUDENTS!

I
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.WHEN YOU NEED COPIE_S

ACCREDITED
CAMP

!TH·INKCAMPUS COPY &PRINTING
I

'

Camp Timber Trails, a 9 week resident
Girl Scout Cam_p, is looking for Staff
members ...
RIDING DIRECTOR/ ADMINISTRATOR & RIDING INSTRUCTORS
UNIT LEADERS, ASSISTANT UNIT LEADERS, COUNSELORS
WATERFRONT STAFF (with W.S.I.) BOATING STAFF
SPECIALTY STAFF-ARTS & CRAFTS, PROJECT
ADVENTURE
SPORTS/SOCCER, FARM, PHOTOGRAPHY, DRAMA
BROADCASTING AND AQUATICS
REGISTERED NURSES, Kr~CHEN STAFF

-Ulf.lt(H(IM'1•' A\HCl.lflll

47 MAIN STREET DURHAM , NH,
(Across from Jodi 's) 868-2450

:

.

1

10

:

SUMMER OF '86

·---------,,----------...------------·

Stop in at the Job Fair on Wednesday, February 19th
call or write:
Timber Trails, HC 60 Box 158, Tolland , MA 01034
413-258-4592
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A

Part-Time Job

With Full~Time

Take a bite of a bagel-fresh out of our ovens!
12 varieties seven days a week! Also quiche, salads,
desserts, hot soups! Two convenient locations!
Mill Road Plaza
Durham 868-1424

Rewards.

Mon -Fri. 7 am -7 pm
Sat. 7 arn-6 pm
_ Sun. & am-7 pm

19 Market St./ Commercial Alley
Portsmouth 431-5853

·-----~----~-----------------,
: Try our new breakfast quiche 7-10:30
a.m. and get a free small coffee or small I
I soft drink with this ad.

I
I

l

L-------------~-------------~

1
f--

PHOTOSMITH
THE QUALITY STANDARD FOR NEW

ENGLAND
48 Main St. Durham
Same Day Color Print Film Processing
•Original Rolls in by 10:30 AM

868-1000
Finished After 5:00 PM

WE WANT YOU TO BE HAPPY with all your PHOTOSMITH photos. If for
any reason you are not... Please say so. We will either remake them to your
satisfaction or chPPrfully refund your money.

---------------------------FREE EXTRA SET OF PRINTS

You can earn money and learn marketable skills for your
future while you complete high school or college.
The U.S. Coast Guard Reserve offers you training and
experience in many specialties ·including:
• Modern electronic data systems (Radioman specialM,.
•Waterfront security and enforcement of port and harbor
safety regulations (Port Security specialty),
•Machine and engine repair and operation (Machinery
Technician specialty),
•Personnel management and word processing (Yeoman
specialty) ·
·
We need youRg men and women between the ages of 17
and 28 to help us save lives, enforce drug and maritime laws,
fight pollution and more. After basic training, you work only
one weekend a month for your paycheck.
Besides serving your local community, you'll be eligible for
tuition assistance under the4new Reserve G.I. Bill and you'll
earn retirement benefits.
·
Find out more about the part-time job with full-time rewards.
Call Lieutenant Commander Larry Mizell toll-free at:
l.

800-424-8883
ll n Washington.DC. cll 223-18811

with this coupon

Receive a second set of color prints FREE with every roll of 110, 126,
35mm, Disc Color Print Film Processed. Limit 2 Rolls Per Coupon
Une Coupon Per Order. Expires 12/ 31/ 85
Cannot Be Combined With Other Offers.

----------~OR------------with this coupon

$2.00 OFF
PHOTOSMITH LAB DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
Offer valid on sizes 135, 110, 126 and Disc Kodacolor or Compatible
Color Print Film
Limit 2 Rolls Per Coupon. One Coupon Per Order
Cannot Be Combined With Other Offers
Offer Expires 3/ 15/86 '

--------------..--------------

. 236 Central Avenue, Dover
Weeks Plaza/Weeks Traffic Circle, Dover
High Street, Hampton
48 Main Street, Durhpm

. The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offic;s are located in Room
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
$20.00. Third class _postage paid at Durh1m, NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typograph •cal or other errors, but will reprint that part
of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire,
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH, 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.

U.S. COAST CUARD
RESERVE:.~. ·
1j
· An Armed service and More.
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Editorial
The senate spawns a hit squad
The University administration will take
little comfort in learning that another group
of student activists is on the loose - this
time from the student senate itself, no less.
Frustrated by what they see as a lack of
response to student concerns voiced in the
senate, a group of student leaders has taken
it upon themselves to make the student
voice at UNH a little louder.
Problems brought to the attention of
the University through the normal channels
are "falling on deaf ears," says Senator Ken
Bartlett, one of the founders of Students
for a Better Campus. "Tasteless dining halls,
inaccessible classes, unqualified advising
and overcrowded dorms" are some of the
issues SBA intends to target, according to
a large poster greeting prospective incom-

ing students in the MUB.
This group includes some of the most
active and articulate members of the senate.
Something certainly must be bugging them
for such able individuals to consider the
tactics outlined by Bartlett yesterday. He
even plans a 'lottery march' through
Thompson Hall, in th~ same offices which
played host to a similar visit by the People
for a Free South Africa last month.
It is about time things were shaken up
a little. The student senate, with considerable justification, is frustrated by what
some of its members see as a complacent
(sometimes contemptuous) bureaucracy
basking in an era of student apathy. It does

datory fee that the USNH Board
of Trustees annually approves and ·
designates the student senate to
administer. The student senate then
has the fin al say in all matters
To the Editor:
Students for a Better Campus related to the distribution of the
(SBC) is a newly formed student fee.
organization whose purpose is to
Therefore Dean Sanborn's acaddress major student concerns at tions are intolerable. He, like any
UNH in which we feel the students' other University member (student,
interests are not being fairly re- faculty, or staff), has the right to
presented. Some of thes·e issues are question the administration of the
over-enrollment and its consequen- SAF, and there exist clearly estabces on the quality of student life, lish procedures for doing so. The
the housing lottery, and Adminis- responsibility for reviewing organtrative abuses. The need for such izational behavior rests with the
a group was reaffirmed by the Student Organization Committee,
actions this week of the Dean of which is charged to act on any and
Students Office, specifically Dean all questions of student organization
misconduct. Not only did Sanborn
J. Gregg Sanborn.
Much has been said and written subvert this process, but he exabout the subject of divestment and ceeded his authority in stopping
People For a Free South Africa. th.is mailing.
While SBC does not take a stand
The students at UNH have basic
on this issue, ·we feel the rights of rights afforded them. It is the
PFSA were recently abridged upon responsibility of the Dean of Stu- ·
by Sanborn. Combining in a joint dents to see that these rights are
venture, PFSA and The Student not infringed upon. It is disconcertPress were going to send a mailing ing that Sanborn would violate the
to all UNH faculty by purchasing
rights that he is required and
mailing labels through Mail Ser- expected to uphold. Is Dean Sanvices at a cost of $6.00 (access to · born fulfilling his obligation to the
such mailing lists are a guaranteed Student Body by succumbing to
right of all UNH students; see higher administrative pressure
Appendix number 5 of the Rights from the President's Off ice and the
USNH Trustees? The answer
and Rules.
When made aware of this mailing seems obvious, and students at
Sanborn questioned the validity of UNH will not accept it.
Student Press' involvement with
Students For a Better Campus
the letter. PFSA's letter was an is dedicated to informing the Stuinformational t0ol, biased but not dent Body about these and other
at all libelous, designed to educate abuses of administrative authority.
faculty about UNH's policy of SBC asks all student at UNH to
investment in South Africa. It also unite with one voice and say, "This
co~tained a confidential questionis unacceptable and will not be
naire, the results of which were to tolerated." Together we CAN make
be used for a news article in the a difference in student life at UNH.
Commuter Advocate. This was Your replies and other concerns
determined by the Student Activity are welcomed and appreciated.
Fee Organizatiqn's business man- These may be addressed to Students
ager (who is charged with respon- For A Better Campus, Room 126,
sibility) to be a reasonable use of MUB.
Student Press' funds.
·
Jack Martin
Ken Bartlett
Dean Sanborn used his authority
to stop this mailing, however, PFSA
did distritube the 900 letters by
hand. Sanborn acted irresponsibly
by bypassing all established means To the Editor:
The issues raised by Students for
of expressing a grievance toward
a student organization. SBC feel a Better Campus about the Student
that his g_oal was to stop these Press/PFSA mailing had nothing
mailing before the Symposium on to do with free speech or student
Thursday, February 6, irregardless organization activities, but rather
the appropriate use of University
to the students' right to free speech.
The Student Activity Fee, which Mail Service. Policy stipulates
funds the Student Pres( is_a_ rnan:- mailings are to be t,tsed only to carry

Censorship

•

appear that the views of the senate, and
other elected bodies, on issues like overbooked classes and academic advising do
not receive the urgent attention they
warrant. If Bartlett, Jack Martin and Co.,
intend to be as active through SBC as they
have been in UNH's other student organizations, then the administration had better
brace itself.
While the senate's new 'hit squad' has
set itself noble goals, though, it is to be
hoped that these individuals do not entirely
neglect the · roles they should continue to
play through the recognized student organizations. A short sharp knock admin, istered by a currently frustrated SBC might
prove sufficient. If it doesn't, at least SBC's
victims cannot say they were not warned.

self-confidence through interaction
on system and campus business and will be a contributing factor to the
with others.
operations. Therefore, use of UNH demise of the Greek system at
Mail Service is not guarateed for UNH. We, on the other hand,
Adam Kornfield
activities which are unrelated to believe that dry rush will lead to
Joe Pellegrino
business or operations of UNH.
more cohesive brotherhoods and
Kenny Eagleson
Also, it should be noted that there a stronger Greek system.
Phil Doherty
was no motivation to stop a
Even though the Greek system
mailing before the Symposium on at UNH h_as been growing rapidly
Thursday, February 6." In fact, after over the past few years, it is small
considerable discussion with PFSA · when compared to other univerabout the appropriate use of Uni- sities . Schools such as Lehigh,
versity Mail Service, a letter was Maryland, and SMU maintain large
sent from PFSA an.cl the UNH and powerful Greek systems while
administration to all faculty adver- operating under dry rush. Like any
tising the Symposium.
successful organization, these fraNo basic rights of students were ternities would not continue to have
etters to the editor shoul
non-alcoholic rushes unless they
abridged in this instance.
e typed and signed, an
J. Gregg Sanborn felt it was ·to their benefit to do so.
Dean of Student Affairs
Rush serves a dual purpose. It
ust include an address
is a time for fraternities to decide
which men will best contribute to and te_
l ephone _number fo
the goals of the group and for the
erif
ication.
rushee to decide which organization
will best benefit his interests. There
Address all mail to:
To the Editor:
is no reason why alcohol is needed
The N_ew Hampshire,
Apparently the trustees are in- to promote this interaction. Alcotent upon retaining their South holic rush misleads people into
Room ·151,
African related investments. They believing fraternities are centered
feel that such action will be more around drinking. Fraternities have
MUB.
constuctive as an action to end much more to offer than alcohol.
apartheid than divestment would They provide the opportunity to
be. If they truly believe this to be develop friendship, leadership, and
the case, I believe they should
openly prove it to the community.
Essentially, I want to call their
bluff. Or they can prove to us that
they are really taking concrete steps
to end apartheid. To this end, I
demand weekly and/or monthly
EQMUND MANDER. Editor-in-Chief
published reports stating !!heir
strategy. These reports should not
JON KINSON, Managing Editor
MARIANNE STEEN, Managing Edit-or
be at all vague, but very specific.
W. GLENN STEVENS, News Editor
MARGARET CONSALVI, News Editor
STEVE LANGEVIN, Sports Editor
JON EKSTROM, Features Editor
Names of companies and other
stockholders they have contacted
CINDY RICH. Photo Editor
RONIT LARONE, Photo Editor
in their activist-investor posture
should be printed as well as other
MARY FISCHER, Business Manager
CARRIE F. KEATING, Advertising Manager
methods of their strategy.
If the trustees truly beleive that
Advertising Associates Andrea Koch
Julie Barker
Mark Micciche
Audrey Breslau
retaining their investments is the
Stephanie Norton
Rich Wallace
Joseph Moreau
Marc Carroll
Lisa Sinatra
Jackie Michaud
Sue Mudgett
best expedient to ending apartheid,
Jim Church
Jill Vranicar
Circulation Manager
Dave Olson
Charlene Clo~y
Candy Peterson
Dianna Witham
Photographers
they they should have no trouble
Julie Cross
Carol Conmarre
Copy Readers
Enka Randmere
Bjorn A Davis
Nancy Craig
Bart Griffin
Jocelyn Ritchot
complying with this demand. HowTodd Ehrenberg
Patricia Crawford
Andrea Holbrook
Tom Rooney
Marla Smith
Amy Fertel
Cynthya Cumings
ever, if they are merely deluding
Ged Olson
Dave Goodman
Bo Fuller
Ruth Stearns
Lisa Sinatra
the community with words then
Suzie Haynes
Ed Garland
Robin Stieff
Karen Willet
Gary Stoncius ·
Joan Howard
Dave Gibbons
Editorial Assistant
we have the right to know it , and
Jen Brainard
Paul Tolme
Sainjay Jain
Gregg Goostray
Chris Urick
Scott Jones
Chris Heisenbeg
Forum Editor
take subsequent action.
Peter Katz
Amy Van Der Bosch
Bob Klemme
Gail Hendrickson
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University Forum
Com muni catio n- in the break down lane

By Michael Cote

When I entered UNH in the fall of 1981 I planned
t<;> declare a major in Communication. During that
first .semester, h.owever, The New Hampshire
published an article reporting severe problems
rn the communication department: overcrowding,
understaff ing, and a high turnover rate for
professors. (Sound familiar?) I decided that I wasn't
going t~ waste my time and money on a risky venture
and decided to opt for English instead.
In the second semester of my sophomore year
I managed to secure a slot in an introductory
Communication course-after several unsuccessful
attempts. I thoroughly enjoyed it and inquired about
a Communication minor. "Sorry, we don't do
minors," an instructor told me. "Too crowded
alrea?y." For~unately, I had fulfilled most of my
English requirements and wa~ able to declare a
.
second major.
I have mixed feelings about my two years in the
Comm':lnication program. Although I was able to
enroll rn a few courses of my own choice, I often
had to compromise with third and fourth choices
or whatever I could scramble for during the first
week of c~a?ses. Where. were all the filmmaking
arid televis10n product10n courses advertised in
the UNH catalog? Their sporadic appearances were
usually limited to one section of twenty students
or less. Professors suggested joining WUNH and
STyN. Fine ide~, but those student-run organizations were designed to complement university
courses not substitute for them. Did these professors
really believe what they were saying or were they
just doin.g their best to cover up a lack of funds
.
and support?

·

Four years later, the same problems still exist
with a student teacher ratio of about 66 to 1. It's
obvious that a major restructuring of the Communication program is vital. But merely separating
it from Theater, as has been proposed, may not
~e enough if the move is not accompanied by
increased support from the University. Support,
however, is not the only problem plagueing the
department. When I began researching graduate
programs in Journalism and Mass Communication
last fall, one of the UNH Communication department's major problems became apparent to me:
schizophrenia.
Not only is the communication program lumped
with Theater; the department itself is also a mixed
bag of several disciplines: Communication Theory,
Mass Media, and Rhetoric/Public Address. Although
these fields are indeed closely linked they are often
treated as separate major programs in many of the
country's leading institutions under such labels
as Communication, Journalism and Mass Communication, and Speech Communication. (For example,
the University of Colorado has a Communication
departm~nt and a School of Journalism and Mass
Communication.)
The problem is the term "Communication" is
so elusive that it is interpreted a thousand different
ways. And when you add such terms as Mass
Communication and Telecommunication , the
possibilities for ambiguity multiplies exponentially.
Despite these ambiguities, however, one thing
appears clear to me: the UNH Communication
department would better serve both teachers and

America n ignoran ce

students if it was separated into two distinct major
programs-in addition to seceding from the Theater
department. One department would concentrate
on Interpersonal and Speech Communication studies,
the other on Mass Media-and Journalism.
It is a_n anomaly that ·theT 'i.l°NHT Journ~lis~
program is tucked away m the eng11sn u'c:paJ. uucul ~hile courses in.me?ia theory and analysis are taught
m the communicat10n department. The Journalism
concentration consists of a handful of nonfiction
workshops ·and limited amount of internships, but
no courses in Mass Comqmnication studies, Thus,
students are trained to be Journalists without
signif i.ca_nt research in the field. This is analogous
to training students to be movie critics without
requiring them to enroll in film seminars. It would
make more sense to design a program for the study
of Journalism and Mass Communication under one
roof-as is practiced at many other schools in the
country.
But before any of this can happen, the UNH
administration must realize that communication
~s a growi:°g field: a·n d is vital to our ever-expanding
rnformat10n society. They must also realize that
UNH is severely lacking behind the times in this
area and that dollars spent on expanded, restructured
Communication programs would most certainly
pay great dividends in the future. First, however,
they fll:USt learn what Communication is. I fear many
of them do not.
M~chael Cote graduated from

the University in September,
with a B.A. in English and Communications

Voice your ~p1n1on

By Sonia Schmitt
Americans are ignorant of other
cultures and languages. One often hears
·about the "ugly American," who is
disrespectful of foreign customs and
habits. While few Americans could be
described as "ugly Americans," most
know very little_about foreign cultures
and few can speak a foreign language.
Many of the United Scates' allies, even
our enemies, require school children
to learn English. In America, though,
many college graduates only speak their
native tongue. This type of ignorance
extends to geography, too. The ramifications of. this are many. What
interest, for instance, would a Central
American have in befriending the U.S.
when most Americans do not even
know where it is and some don't even
know it exists?
Americans are not even trying to
correct the situation. Many universities
are even !axing up on foreign language
requirements and some B.S. programs
at UNH do not require any foreign
language credits for graduation. General geography courses are unheard of
these days. By giving the study of other
cul cures such a low priortiy, the
educational system fosters the ·image
that Americans care only about their
own affairs and have no concern for
others. For instance, a friend of mine
recently described an assignment she
had received for her English class which
required her to write a paper on the
physical attributes of the person sitting
next to her. My friend commented
about his apparel:
1. ~lack · i:o.inted cowboy boots
2. tightly fmmg polyester 'trousers'
3. casual but offensively colored top
4. greasy, blunt hairpiece
As any student could tell, the subject
of my friend's writing was a bit out
of touch with current American style,
yet once my friend realized that she
was dealing with a 'foreigne.:' the
standards of dress seemed appropriate.
I found it ha~d to conceptualize rhat

Dear reader,
This is an open letter to you if you
ar~ a r:gular reader of your newspaper's
ed1ton~l page, you usually just glance
through these columns or if you're lost
and on your way to the comics. This
page is unique in The 'New Hampshire,
because at least half the articles are
based on the writer's own personal
opinion. Many of these essays are on
curren~ issues facing the University,
the United States or the world. Someone, for instance, might choose to write
about the recent clashes between the
United States and Libya. These are
subjective essays, so it would be fair
for one to say that Libya should be
attacked or that the matter should ·be
settled in the United Nations.
The reason I am describing the
University Forum is that anyone can
write for it, though many of the
columnists already write for The New
Hampshire. The important point is
that if you are walking on the street
and all of a sudden you think of a
brainstorm idea, you should write it
into an essay. Most likely we will find
it interesting and publish it. I say this
mainly to clarify the advertisements
that one often sees here about writing
to your newspaper. The truth is we
really want to hear from our readers
about issues that concern them.
This is a two-sided coin, though. On
the positive side, our readers consist
of students and professors. The latter's
essays will obviously be concise and
easily understood, while written with
intelligence. The student has just as
much co offer, though. It is said of
everybody young that they will eventually be leaders. This statement is even
more true of our generation right now,
because we are at the apex of our
learning. In college we are learning
about Napoleon, Rembrandt and
supply-side economics. So, with so
many ideas going through our heads,
Sonia Schmitt is a columnist for The New
more than others we will support
~ome
·
Hampshire.

this label, 'foreigner,'. rationalized
behavior not conforming to American
traditions.
To correct this problem of U.S.
language and culture ignorance at
UNH, I suggest that the university
introduce a required "Foreign Culture
Awareness" class to the general education requirements, which would
coincide the study of a particular foreign
language with world geography and
appreciation. Such a class would take
advantage of the student's superior
ability to communicate by foreign
means. h would be offered for students
somewhere in their junior or senior
year and focus on writing skills,
stimulating the student's interest in
culture and calling upon skills of the
foreign language. Futhermore, being
able to learn a foreign language may
provide a source of pride for students
not able to knack traditional subjects
of math and science. As the course
would be a two credit mandatory one,
it would not significantly cut into other
subjects but require adequate time to
learn the material. This kind of class
might prove -an asset to those willing
to travel after their education.
Very successful foreign language
programs now exist at Georgetown
and Stanford Universities, where
graduate students teach this course.
This ~pproach, however, is inadequate,
especially when compared to the effort
of other countries to further understanding of various cultures. The study
of world geography at UNH is even
more lacking - it is limited to those
students who are majors in the subject
area or fortunate enough to add as a
General Education requirement. If the
U.S. educational system is to maintain
its decaying status as the best in the
world, it must provide for the awareness of foreign culture, perhaps starting
in Durham.

. .

By Peter A. Katz
no~ and we will continue to support
throughout our lives. Since this is the
time when we are formulating our own
ideas, The Forum then is a place where
you can express your views ·and also
read how your peers feel about certain
issues in well-written essays.
I ment10ned th e t wo-sided corn
before and there is a negative side. Of
course this is a liberal school with ideas
floating all around, bu t who has the
time to write? R igh t now you're
probably _saying, "Between my classes,
laundry and. a part y, 11 ere and there,
who has time to write a brilliant three
page paper on wh y beer drinking is
patriotic?" You're right. It took me
a whole day before I started this column.
My_ recommendation then is to just
write The New H amp shire a quick
paragraph summa riz ing your views.
This could be in let ter form, chicken
scratches or hiero gl yphics, but we
would appreciate h e ar ing from our
· readers.
In the beginning I mentioned that
at least half the essays were subjective.
The other half are written by someone
.who is especially informed about a topic.
In one issue for instance, Professor
England of WSBE examined the
accident at Bhopal, India, and what we
have learned from it, one year later.
Although _this is mainly addressed
to. professors, it applies tu anyone, we
will gladly publish any objective piece
th.at is informative. To professors, this
will be a chance to publish some small
articles; the readers will also benefit
in seeing what the professors are
interested in and in getting a chance
to read an instructive piece, written
with professionalism. Thus, if you see,
'Voice your opinion .. .', we hope yrm,
as a student or a professor, will take
advantage of the opportunity. Both
you and the rest of our readers will
appreciate it.
Peter A. Katz is the forum ~ditor of The
New Hampshire.
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··Tweeter Is Pleased To Announce
What Is Clearly The Biggest Sale
·
In Its 14 Year Hlstory.
It's time once again for Tweeter's famous Anniversary Sale. Our biggest sale of the year. The
biggest sale in our history. Your chance to get rock-bottom s.ale prices on New England's
best selection of top-quality stereo and video components. Don't be distracted by all
those other sales-they don't feature all the top brand names you see listed below. And
best of all, we guarantee you won't find the advertised products cheaper at a local, authorized dealer within 30 days of our sale-or we'll refund the difference.

Guaranteed Lowest Prices!
Speakers

Cassette Decks

Car Stereo

Kenwood JL-540 three-way bookshelf speakers
$119pr.
Boston Acoustics A40 II compact two-way
speakers. Terrific sounding small speakers. $129 pr.

Kenwood KX-644 dubbing cassette deck with
Dolby'" noise reduction_. Makes hi9h-speed c$~49

Boston Acoustics 704 four-inch dual-cone
$49 pr.
car speakers.
Yamaha YCS-400 four-inch dual-cone car
$49 pr.
speakers.
Alpine 6205 6x9-inch two-way car speakers.
$75 pr.
Yamaha YCS-600 6.5-inch ·two-way weatherized
$89 pr.
car speakers.
Kenwood KGC-4300 combination 7-band
graphic equalizer/ 15-watt-per-channel car amp.
$109

Boston Acoustics A60 II two-way bookshelf
$189'Pr.
speakers. Best-sellers.
Bose VideoMate miniature powered speakersuse them with your stereo TV for fl.tll-range, high$199 pr.
fidelity sound.
ADS 200CC high performance two-way enclosed
$229 pr.
speakers for home or car.
Boston Acoustics A70 two-way speakers for
$249 pr.
floor or shelf use.
ADS 4 70 high performance bookshelf speakers,
$279 pr.
European-style cabinets.
Bose 301 II direct/reflecting bookshelf speakers
$299 pr.
with adjustable-angle tweeters.
ADS 300CC high performance two-way enclosed
$319 pr.
speakers for home or car.
ADS 570 high performance two-way bookshelf
$389 pr.
speakers with European:style cabinets.
Sriell 'fypc J hand-tuned two-way bookshelf
speaker; with oak cabinets. One of our favorite
$539 pr.
speaker models.
ADS 780 high performance three-way bookshelf
$569 pr.
speakers with European-style cabinets.
Bang & Olufsen Rl-140 ultra-thin profile
pr.
~;~;~way speakers. Stunning contempora$
599
Snell 'fypc E hand-tuned two-way floor-standing
speakers with rear-firing super-tweeter, in oak cabi$799 pr.
nets. A,truly great speaker.
Bose 901 Series V direct-reflecting speakers
with equalizer. Each cabinet contains 8 rear-facing
$999 pr.
speakers, 1 front-facing speaker.

Denon DRM-10 cassette deck with auto tape
$219
selector, Dolby C noise reduction.
Yamaha K-320S two-motor cassette deck with
$179
Dolby S&C NR, scan, search.
Yamaha K-420S cassette deck with Dolby S&C
$199
NR, auto-reverse record & playback, search.
Kenwood KX-790R auto-reverse cassette deck
$219
with Dolby S&C NR.
Nakamichi BX- 100 professional quality cassette
$269
deck with Dolby NR, soft-touch controls.
Nakamichi BX-125 professional quality cassette
deck with Dolby S&C NR, soft-touch controls. $369
Nakamichi RX-202 cassette deck with Dolby
$549
S&C NR, robot-controlled auto-reverse.
Nakamichi BX-300 three-head four-motor
cassette deck with Dolby S&C N!\.:.d\lvanced
$649
transport.

Receivers
Kenwood KR-A20 digital stereo receiver with
$179
40 watts per channel.

Denon DRA-355 stereo receiver with variable loudness control, video switching, 38 watts
$239
per channel
Kenwood KRA- 70 stereo receiver with digital
$279
tuner, 55 watts per channel.
Denon l>RA-555 stereo receiver with tape·
to-tape dubbing, yideo switching, 55 watts per
$359
channel.
Demon DRA· 755 stereo receiver with video and
$469
compact disc inputs, 75 watts per channel.
Carver Receiver-900.high-performance stereo
$5 79
receiver with 90 watts P.er channel.
Carver Receiver with state-of-the-art digital tuner,
$699
awesome 130-watt-per-channel amp.
11

Separates"·

Yamaha YCS-690 6x9-inch two-way weatherazea
$119
car speakers
· ADS P-40 "Power Plate" 20-watt-per-channel amp.
$149
Yamaha YGA-618 5-band graphic equahzer/18$149
watt-per-channel amp combo.
Alpine 7163 cassette receiver with digital push$179
button tuning, auto-seek, auto-reverse.

Kenwood KRC-2000 cassette receiver with digi$179
·
tal tuning, ANRC noise reduction.
ADS P-80 "Power Plate" 40-watt-per-channel amp
$199
Yamaha YCR-150 cassette receiver with digital
$229
tuning, Dolby NR, auto-seek, auto-reverse .
ADS 300i high performance two-way flush-mount
$229 pr.
speakers.
ADS P-120 "Power Plate" 60-waU-per-channel
$249
amp
Yamaha YCR-350 cassette receiver with digital

.f.•'::~~~;.\ -~--~:,
·~

'i-,@

~

· Audio Control "Octave" professional-quality
$119
graphic equalizer.
Carver M500T 251-watt-per-channel power amp.
$449
Stronger than superman.
Kenwood KA-880SD/KT-880 Combo
100-watt-per-channel amplifier and digital tuner
$489
with 12-station pre-sets.
.Carver TX-11 state-of-the-art digital rM.
$519
stereo tuner.

Special Purchase

Bang & Olufsen 1800 fully automatic turntable
$249
. with low-mass tonearm and 8&0 cartridge.

Accessories
Sony MDR-20 lightweight stereo headphones.
$17
Maxell XL-II hiqh performance, high-bias C-90
~19 . 99
cassette tapes--case of 10.

Televisions
NEC 2020 20-inch color TV monito(with flatsquare tube, MTS stereo sound system, wireless
$599
remote.
Proton 619A 19-inch color TV monitor with
MTS stereo sound system, multiple inputs, wire$699
less 1emote.
NEC 2510 25-inch color TV monitor with MTS
stereo sound system, multiple inputs & outputs, wire$729
·
less remote .
NEC 2610 26-inch color TV monitor with flatsquare tube, MTS stereo sound system, multiple
$799
inputs & outputs, wireless remote .
Proton 625S high performance 25-inch color TV
monitor with MTS stereo sound, wireless remote . The
$995
best 25-inch TV we've seen

$269
amp.
Whistler "Spectrum" Remote radar detector.
Main unit is install~d out of the way. Price includes
$299
installation.
Nakamichi PA-300 II 70-watt-per-channel
$329
amplifier.
Yamaha YCR-550 ca ..ette receiver with digital
tuning, Dolby S&C NR, auto-reverse, 18-watts-per:
$329
channel.
Alpine 7272 cassette· recc ·c. with digital tuning,
Dolby NR, 16-watt-per-channel amp, digital clock
$339
Nakamichi TD-300 digital cassette receiver with .
$349
ad•anced transport, Dolby S&C

~Y~~~ock Pioneer Car Speakers_:_

NE.C P J4600 one -pie ce "''"J e c t~on .:01or TY with
46-tnch picture. wirel ess r~rn0t~ Ta~es

Carver M200/TX-2/C2 Combination
120-watt-per-channel magnetic field power amp,
high performance digital tuner and preamp with
$999
sonic holography circuit.

UC'

CD Players ·
Fisher AD-813 compact disc player reproduces
$199
music digital;y with no hiss or record wea"
Yamaha CD~300 compact disc player-our best$249
selling digital disc player.
Yamaha CD-400 compact disc player-lil<e$309
CD-300 but with full-width chassis.
Denon DCD-1000 compact disc player with
$319
super-linear digita! ·to-analog converter.

$2,295.

~;~t~~~i~fgi~~~.~~~iet~rntable, cassett~ deck$~2'9
remote c_ontrol

9

Some
Quantities
Limited

!~~:~:a~~a~~~i~~~~~~:I~~~ ;~::;bt~ct disc$~69

Special Purchase

Portables
Aiwa HS-P05 "personal" mini stereo casse.ae
$59
olayer with lightweight headphones .
Aiwa CS-230 compact AM!FM stereo cassette
$75
portable.
Aiwa HST-200 "personal" AM1FM ca;sette stereo
$ 79
.
.
with Dolby NR.
Aiwa CA·30. component-style AM1FM stereo cas
$169
sette portabht with equalizer, Dolby NR

\er) ;1tt!e

Systems
Kenwood Spec 44 System : KA-748 75watt·per-channel amp; KT-548 digital tuner; KD-54
direct-drive turntable with cartridge; KX-644 dub·
bing cassette deck; JL-640 three -way floor-stanaing
speakers; SRC-54 audio rack with glass doors. $699
Kenwood CD-646 System : KA-948 12s-wattper-channe1amp; KT-548 digital tuner; KD-64 direct·
drive Iii 1ea1 -tracking turntable with cartridge; DP-840
compact disc player; KX-64 dubbing cassette deck
with Dolby S&C NR; Jl-840 three-way floor-standing
speakers; SRC-54 audio rack with glass doors. $999
Bang & Olufsen 5000 System : s.s.o·s top-

Nakamichi OMS-5E compact disc player
with 4X scanning, dual d1g1tal-to-analog convert·
$695
ers-ult1mate performance.
Nakamichi OMS-7E compact disc player
Like OMS-SE but with wireless re,mote control
$895
Maxell T-120 VHS videotap.;s-four-pack.
$19.99
.
Maxell T-120 "HGX" high performance VHS
$19. 99
•
videotapes-three·pack.
Yamaha YHD-3 lightweight stereo headphones
$25
Maxell "V'dS Starter Kit" includes 1 VHS
clt:aningcassette, 1T-1~0cassette,1 T-120HGX
high-performance cassette, VCR dust cover, VCR
$35
guidebook. .
Versafllc SF-30 audio rack with glass door, glass
$99
hd, casters.

''h'

t::::;

Fisher 805 programmable VHS video recorder with
$349
cue, review, still-frame, wireless remote.
Fi.•he.r 905 programmable VHS video recorder
witt1 "HQ" video noise reduction, digital tuner,
$399
wireless remote.
NEC 911 programmable 3-head VHS video recorder
with still-frame, speed search, wireless remote. $399
NEC 912 programmable 3-head VHS video
recorder with MTS stereo sound, special effects,
$499
wireless remote.
NEC 951 programmable VHS video recorder with
"VHS Hi Fi" stereo sound, M~S decoder, cable-ready
$699
tuner, wireless remote.
Fisher 839 programmable 4-head VHS video
recorder with "VHS Hi Fi" stereo sound, MTS decoder,
$749
great special effects, wireless remote .

floor space

Bang & Olufsen RX Danish-design tullyautomatic turntable with low-mass tonearm and B&O
$199
cartridge.
Denon DP-37 semi-automatic direct-drive turnta$199
ble with servo-t•acer tonearm.

,.

tuning, Dolby NR, auto-reverse, 18-watt-per-channel

Turntables
Kenwood KD-54 semi-automatic turntable with
$89
Kenwood Cartridge.
Yamaha PF-20 high performance semi-automatic
$99
turntable with low-mass tonearm.
Yamaha PF-30 turntable. Like PF-20 but fully
$119
automatic.

VCRs

520 Amherst St., Nashua 880-7300
Mall of New Hampshire, Manchester 627-4600
Fox Run Mall, Newington 431 ~9700

1
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Arts 8t feat ure s
MUSO presen ts a daZzlin Jennif er Lewis
By )ane Bouras
and Gregory J. Goostray
Jennifer Lewis dazzled a Strafford Room audience last Thursday in a program dedicated to
the lives and music of seven
black women singers. Ms. Lewis
has a voice quality par excellence; a captivating range, silky
smooth lows and highs that are
there and then some.
Lewis has an incredible talent
for emulating such greats as
Lena Horne, Billie Holiday, and
Tina Turner. She has a first class
style that is definitely her own.
A voice that has graced che likes
of such Brnadway hits as
"Dreamgirls," "Ain't Misbehavin' ," and "Eubie" brought
magic to the air of the MUB
with an electrifying intensity.
Between songs, Ms. Lewis
gave witty commentary on the
history, songs, and lives of the
singers that was conveyed in an
intimate and vogue monologue.
In many noteworthy moments,
her delivery was so convincing
that the soul of the performer
to whom she was dedicating
seemed to enter the eyes and
ears, if not the heart of every
member of the responsive audience.
Born in St. Louis, Ms. Lewis
attended Webster College.
Upon graduation she set her
sights on New York City-the
big time.
"New York is it, baby. Make
it there and you can make it
anywhere. I made it there," said
Jennifer Lewis having made it
there after just two weeks.
.
Since then Ms. Lewis has

performed all over the world.
Some highlights of her career
have been recent trips to Coiogne, Germany and Monte
Carlo where she met Prince
Alben and Princess Stephanie
of Monaco. Future plans for Ms.
Lewis included signing with the
same manager who has guided
Eddie Murphy up the ladder of
success.
The program also consisted
of a question and answer session. When asked what Ms.
Lewis' ultimate goal was she
responded, "Peace of mind and
to be able to share my talent
with whoever will listen ..... and
pay."
After singing a program that
ranged from gospel renderings
of Mahalia Jackson to the sultry
Tina Turner, Ms. Lewis stood
proud over the standing ovation
and said "Sit down I'm not done
yet. What else is there to do in
Durham?" With that came a
change of the lights and the
clapping of hands as Jennifer
Lewis turned the Strafford Jennifer Lewis gave a magnificent impressario performance in the MUB last Friday. (Ronit -·
Room into the Imperial Theatre Larone photo)
for five glimmering, glamorous---------------------------------------~.
minutes. It was a night that will
remain in many minds for a long
time.
Jennifer Lewis is a name that
will soon be a household one.
She has "it." Whatever "it" is,
that marvelous combination of
comedic timing, great stage
presence and the ability to
always have the audience's
immediate attention.
"When asked when she was
coming back to Durham, Ms.
Lewis replied "Whenever you
ask me."

Reinve nting rock in Durha m

The N.H. Notab les'
roman ce with musid
By Michele Kirschbaum
Women of UNH
Come rush with us tonight
Join Sigma Iota Nu Gamma
SING
The only singing sorority on
campus
Come one, come all!
Sigma Iota Nu Gamma? Nev'"
er heard of it you say? Well
that's because there is no "singing sorority" on campus·. But
there is The New Hampshire
Notables; UNH's all a cappella
singing group.
"We're almost like a musical
sorority because we've become
so close" said Rozi Flynn, the
notable's business manager.
Although The New Hampshire Notables have only existed
since the fall of 1980, these
women have become a closely
knit bunch of dedicated singers
who love what they're doing.
The group's assistant business
manager, Colleen Sprague said~
"A lot of groups are in it for the
credit or money, bur we'll sing
anywhere that people want us
to because we love it!"
The group was founded by
Kathy Wrench-Fiat and Cathy
Car bury, two UNH alumni
·who saw the need for a female
a capella gr~up on. campus.

Since its tounding, the group
has toured extensively throughout the New England area. They
exchange performances with
other a cappella groups from
schools like Bodwoin, MIT and
Williamson. "We're a relatively
new group" Flynn said, "Some
·groups are almost one-hundred
years old!"
· A high point in the group's
tour is their annual visit to an
a cappella festival held at Faneuil Hall in Boston. At this
festival, groups from all over
the country come to sing and
share their sounds. Flynn added,
"And that's neat because you
get to meet people and you learn
a lot from each other."
Aside from touring schools,
The Notables tour our own
campus. They sing at coffee
houses. They carolled on every
floor of every dorm last Christmas season. Once they even
serenaded a resident of Lord
Hall with, "Let me call you
sweetheart" while he was in the
shower.
The group will be holding
auditions on April 27th for
those who are interested. The
Notables encourage people to
attend and add that if someone

NOT ABLES, page 16

Norm Bradford and Sam Southworth of the folk group, Seventh Peak performing at the Catnip Pub. (File photo)
By Jessica Wilson
"We're going to re-invent
rock and roll ·from the bottom
up," boasts Sam Southworth,
who plays guitar with his best
friend, Norman Bradford. Together, they make up the folk
duo The Seventh Peak, and
claim they're the best in New
England. It's a big claim, but
despite whether they really are
"the best" or not, they proved
that they have what it takes
during their performance at
Durham's Catnip Pub last Friday night.
Norman and Sam have been
playing "Grassroots Rock 'n'
Roll" together for the last five
years. During that period of
time, they estimate they've
practiced at least a thousand.
hours together. That's enough
time to complete fift'een full
credit courses.
Lately, hqwever, The Seventh
Peak has been playing gigs about
every other week around the
area. They've played at "Trails'
End" in Conway, "Callahan's"
in Concord, and "Firehou'se 1"
in Dover, to name a few.
They have made two demo
tapes with originals, one called
"Cadillac Man "They mostly

use these tapes to get gigs, Sam graduated with an English deexplains. "We're pretty inept ..gree in 1984: Both of them no
about business," he laughs. "We live in Lee, New Hampshire
just go to bars and see if anyone and hold regular jobs while no
will bite. It's hard." Still, they making music. They are bot
look forward to the day they'll hoping to make money fro
be cutting albums.
their music someday. But fo
At last Friday's· performance, a couple of struggling fol
Sam and Norm opened with musicians, a love of music i
some good, old fashioned Dead the important thing-and
tunes, "Aiko" and "Franklin sens~ ~f humor.
Tower." Tl}en ther w~11t on to
Sam started playing guita
play Chuck Berry, Johnny Cash,
Hank Williams, and other tunes when he broke his wrist fiv
they call "Bare Bones Rock and. years ago. He could only mov
Rolt". They even P.l~y - regg3:~ his fingers in his cast, and h
exercised them on an acoustic
sometimes.
"They've got a nice, easy, Lo and behold, whe;n the cas
relaxing flavor," UNH student came off, he could play.
Martin Warren said, nursing
Norman also started playin
a beer to the beat.
When asked about the name only five years ago. One summe
of the band, Sam retold the time · they . played together at
he and Norman, both avid summer camp, and the res pons
outdoorsmen, went camping in was so good, they decided tQ tak
·
the White Mountains. Together, · it on the road.
they climbed six peaks in three
days. "On the last mountain, we
brough~ ·a bottle of 'Mt. Gay They don't even want any -Rum' with us, and had a pretty electronic equipment to wor
fun time at the top. After that, with. "Synthesizers and all,"
people kiddt!d us about a seventh Sam grins, "they get between
peak, and we adopted the name you and the music. We've just
for our band."
got these two ·guitars, and we' re
. Norman is currently a part- gonna do as much as we can with
time student at -UNH Sam them."
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Murphy's Romance
Columbia Pictures
DireCfed by Martin Ritt
By Cathy McCarron
Not many movies could get
away with the t6wn pharmacist
cheering up a little boy by
asking him, "Want a Lifesaver?"
-but "Murphy's Romance"
does.
Shot on location in Florence,
Arizona, "Murphy's Romance,"
starring James Garner and Sally
Field, is a dean, old fashioned
love story set in a clean, old
fashioned town.
Garner, (who won an Academy Award nomination for
his role), plays the pillar of
society, the much sought after
widower. Murphy Jones. As the
town pharmacist, Murphy carries his respected position with
an aura of conservatism. But
beneath his stoic exterior is a
"bleeding heart liberal," who
.,,. dabbles in philanthropy, (his
credit list is a mile long), plays
the fiddle on Saturday nights,
and drives a 1927 Model Ford
bearing bumper stickers that
read "Re-forest America" and
"No Nukes".
Murphy is like the trees he
is trying to preserve; good, solid,

and rare. He's the embodiment
of good 'ol American values with
a bit of liberalism thrown in.
How fitting that he should share
his wisdom and love with a
hard-luck rancher, divorcee
Emma Moriarty (Sally Field)
and her twelve year old son Jake
(Corey Haim).
All grown up from her "Gidget,""Flying Nun" and "Smokey
and the Bandit" years, Sally Field
continues to prove herself as
one of America's foremost actresses.· Field won an Emmy for
·her role as the schizophrenic
in "Sybil," as well as Academy
Awards as union worker "Norma Rae," and as the widowed
cotton picker in "Places in the
Heart." Thus, Field's portrayal
of the tough Emma Moriarty
is excellent as well.
But~ if you' re loo~ing for
something original, "Murphy's
Romance" is not the movie for
you. However, if you want
something refreshing and sentimental...
"Murphy's Romance" seems
as if it has been dug out of the .
archives from the 1950's.
·Murphy and Emma play cards
together, work on her horseranch, and even win at BINGO.
Murp!.iy g~ to _the i:n_ovi~s ~o~

"the first time since 'the lJuke'
died." And the steamiest love
scene goes to the limit of a kiss.
All is roses until Emma's exhusband, Bobby Jack (Brian
Kerwin), comes onto the scene.
Bobby Jack is the classic conflict
trying to break up the story. He
cheats at cards in front of his
son, steals money from Emma,
and makes lude comments to
Murphy! Bobby Jack is almost
a caricature of the immature
husband, such is his stereotypic
character.
Near the movie's end, Emma
sits on the porch holding Bobby
Jack's illegitimate twins who
have suddenly surfaced, as her
ex-husband whines, "I ain't had
enough good times yet."
But this is Murphy's town,
and though he may "not be as
young and strong as Bobby
Jack," this time, good will
triumph over evil. Director
Martin Ritt has manipulated
a simple love story into a .
poignant, sometimes funny
account of one man falling in
love for the last time and one
woman falling in love for the
first.

The ·owner of the house, dirtbag near her upholstery.
·played by Richard Dreyfuss, Howeve...r, Nolte grows on them,
dives into the pool after hirn. sort of like a fungus.
Bette Midler plays his flakey
The supporting actors were
IBy Pano Br~oks
wife. Bette Midler reminds me extremely funny, and interestof a modern day Mae West. It . ing. Dreyfuss' son is an aspiring ·
Nick Nolte plays the role of · was quite a treat to see her run director with androgenous tenone of our nation's bag people. in a loose, see-through blouse. dencies. Dreyfuss' best friends
The movie starts with scenes But her real endowment lie in are into walking across hot coals
of the homeless bag-people · her comic talent, which she uses with the aid of his wife's Guru.
pushing their shopping carts, to her advantage. As Dreyfuss (What do you expect from
and digging into garbage dumps- attempts to revive Nolte California.) His dog, Mike,
ters - yummy, yummy. Nolte through mouth to mouth resus- should be nominated for an
looks especially effective as a citation his wife screams "What Oscar. "Mike the Dog," who was
_!grungy vagabond pushing his are you doing? You're going to recently on David Letterman,
cart through the wealthy streets get A.I.D.s from him." At that and is definitely a talent to
lof Beverly Hills. The difference point Nolte throws up on Drey- challenge Lassie.
between the two worlds is both fuss. (I wonder how much they
Little Richard makes a great
.
funny and nauseating.
got paidfor that scene.)
neighbor. He becomes disNolte's sidekick is a little dog
gruntled when several police
Dreyfu_ss plays the role of cars, and a helicopter show up
- that follows a woman home
leaving Nolte asleep on a bench. Dave Whiteman. Hc·nas made at Dreyfuss' house for a burgler
When he wakes up he searches millions on paper-wrapped wire alarm activation. He only got
for the dog, but is unsuccessful. coat hangers. He has also deve- one car when his alarm went
Depressed, Nolte stumbles into loped a guilt trip over how off. He also proved that ·he can
the backyard of a wealthy bus- obscenely rich he is. To relieve sti!!__~lay a mean piano.
inessman. ·He fills his filthy these feelings he takes Nolte
. This movie is extremely funovercoat with rocks, and dives . in as a guest. Midler cannot
into the nool.
stand the th011izht of havin'2 this nv.

Down and Out in Bevetly Hills
Touchstone Films
Virected by Paul Mazursky

Rjchard Gere looking particulary macho as Pete St. John in
"Power." (Warner Bros. photo)

Power
Lorimar Motion Pictures
Directed by Sidney Lumet
By Pano M. Brooks
"Power" is director Sydney
Lumet's 33rd feature. Some of
his better known works are
"Dog Day Afternoon," "The
Verdict," "Prince of the City,"
and "Network." This film was
a slick, well-made movie. Lumet
has the talent to bring out an
actor's best skills.
"Power is the study of an
enormously successful media
consultant named Pete St. John.
Richard Gere was made to play ·
this part. It was an excellent
choice by Lumet, because Gere
is an aggressive actor that
people love to hate. Throughout .
the movie, Gere plays his character with authenticity: i.e. he's
an S.O.B. He uses his talents to
get candidates into office regardless of what type of person the
candidate is. He tries to exploit
a bombing where a woman is
killed to take advantage ·of his
candidate/ client and does not
operate under any moral constraints or ethics; his only
concern is money.
Gene Hackman plays Wilfred
Buckley, Gere' s former partner
and mentor who· he left for a
better opportunity. Hackman
tries to convince him that he
should care about who gets into
office. Gene does a great job
playing a lo~er_ who just nev~r

seems to pick the winning side.
But unlike Gere, he has integrity.
The film shows how the
conscience of Gere begins to
bother him. He realizes what
his problem is when he has a
confrontation with.one of his
clients. The man says to Gere
"You really don't give a shit
about ariyone but yourself," Gere
has played this type of person
before in movies like "An
Officer and a Gentleman" and
"Breathless."
In "An Officer and a Gentleman" he played a self-centered,.
uncaring, and insensitive weenie. He didn't give a damn about
anyone else, but in the end, he
was a caring weenie. In "Breathless" he again played a total
weenie. In "Power" he plays a
weenie with a conscience.
The movie was Lumet's showcase for the talents of some of
the best talent in Hollywood.
E.G. Marshall was an excellent
senator, and Julie Christie is
captivating as his wife. I was
impressed with the movie in ·.
spite of its liberal reformist
slant.
The movie end'S with the
Boston Pops playing "Stars and
Stripes Forever" while the
camera pans over the computer~
video equipment, polling machines, and political commercials. It is a look at how· candidates are packaged and
marketed to the people.

---NOTABLES--(continued from page 15)
is rejected, it doesn't necessarily its unique sound in spite of the
mean that their voice is lacking. fact that a cappella groups
Re~arked Flynn, "If we have
perform without any musical
five people who are equally as accompaniment. "One of the
good we have to see which one most challenging things about
blends with the group. Someone being in The Notables is that
could have a beautiful voice but we have to explore each other's
their voice may not blend with assets and utilize them to find
us."
the sound that really works,"
And it is this "blending" said Dorin Sullivan, the group's
which.gives an a cappella group second alto.
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Custom.

T·Shirt

(603} 431 ·8319

Printing

&RAID

T-SHIRTS• GOLF SHIRTS•
LONG SLEEVE BEEFY rs
SWEAT SHIRTS• HATS·
& TOTES

---L--~--J--------------~3131 LAFAYETTE ROAD. PORTSMOU
TH. NH 0;3801

••••••••• ••••••••• ••••••••• ••••••••• •••••••••

Young 's Restau rant
& Coffee Shop Inc.
48 Main St. Durha m, NH
868-2688
.

B1reakfast Speci al
•

2 eggs any style with home fries, sausage patties and
toast $1.94

•

..,w
ii:'

Beat a dru~Ban. g a
gong! Your new Domino's
-Pizza store is open for
business!

Lunch eon Speci al
Ham & cheese melt served on a sesame
bun with a cup of homemade soup $2.35

MMMmmmmm ...Custommade pizza. Top quality
ingredients. Delicious
cheese. Delivered in less
than 30 minutes - right
to your door! Just pick up
the phone and call! We'll
swing into action the
Domino's Pizza way, and
before you know it, you 'II
be whistling a new ·tune:
Domino's Pizza Delivers®! .

Dinne r Speci al
Hot turkey sandwich with mashed
·potatoes or french fries, cranberry
sauce $2.75

Durham Shopping Center
Phone: 868-6230
©1985 Domino's Pizza, 1.nc.

DOMIN O'S ·, ,,

Come in and try our homemade "chili"

PIZZA

..............................................•

DELIVERS®
FREE.

~

Come join us on Sat., Feb. 22 as we celebrate the Grand Opening
of the new Durham Store. Free slices of pizza, Coca-Cola, mugs,
cups, stickers, T-shirts and more will be given away. WERZ will be
broadcastin g live all afternoon. The festivities begin at 11 :00 a.m.

Please stop by and sample our pizza, see the new store, and takP,
home some free gifts. ·

T

LO
GA
CON NIC TION .

~

Concord Trailways will take you right to your
termina.1from Durham, and pick you up when you
return. No reservations are necessary.

urham to Logan
Leave
Durham

Logan to Durham

Arrive
Logan

Leave
Logan

Arrive
Durham

7:40AM

9:30AM

8:15AM

10:30AM

9:40AM

11:30AM

12:15 PM

2:30PM

11:40AM

1:30 PM

4:00 PM

6:30PM

1:40 PM

3:30 PM

6:15 PM

8:30 PM

3:40 PM

5:30 PM

CONC I
TR AI

·•· t

Durham N.H.
Young's Restaurant, 48 Main Street

(603) 868-268 8

......
..........................:·=··--··································:•
••
•

:•

COM ING ATTRACTIONS:

•
.•

•

0

i ~ t\\)S

'-"·.
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• ~e':J
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•
:·
:
•
:
••

•

:•

Winner of 5 Acade my Awards!
Best foreign substan ce
Best song about bleedin g gums
Best actress with rubbery thighs
Best key grip named Loyd
Best western motel

.•

i~
•
:•
:•
:

•

·Boston 's Most Outrag eous Comed y Troupe
March 1st in the Mub Pub ·
Tickets available Feb . 24th
$2.50 students, $4.00 non-stude nts
Ur JH ID & proof of age ID required.

~···································································

•
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By.JIM DAVIS

GARFIELD
WMAT'6 A GIRL
LIKE c,>Ql) 1701NG- IN

· LIK£ l 5AIP•••
WHAT'5 A GIRL

A PL.ACE. LIKE TMIS?

LIKE YOO (;101NCS IN

A PLACE LIKE iMl5?

.·. ,.', .......
Replactt Lost, Damaged,

DOONESBURY

or Discolored lenses at a

By GARRY TRUDEAU

_Fraction of their Origin.al
Costt
*Daily Wear Lenses

I J.OVEP

•Amsol
•American Hydron
•Aosolt
•Bausch & Lomb

THAN!<.

ff, IJARUNG! YOtJ50
7HE UIHOI& MlJCH.
~ THING.' 5Pt- comei;A.
: C/ALLY
I
c; THE
f 5TAU~!

CIAO,

•Cibasofl

G&NIUS
G/f<l! .

•DwJSOlt

$41.93pair

I

* Tinted Lenses
• Bausch & Lomb
Natural Tints
• Cibasolt Colors
5

63.97 pair

'btended Weor lan111
•AOSor1con

$57 /pr

•Bausc11 & Lomb

$45/pi

•Coopt;1V1s1on
_Permalens

$67/pr

•CSIT

$97 /pr
$57 /pr

•Duretsol1 3
•Genesis 4
•Hydrocurve

$55/or ·

$75/pr.

_IF YO~: i-., Sf'.lfil{D 1$~1\JOT USTEQ_
HERE . StND A COPY OF YOUR
PRESCF; ='lrON AND WE WILL
t r .,- ,
-

r--------------,

I
o.,. ·---- I o... 0oc1°'
I
P1e11• tet\d me a copy of"'• 111es1 1oh

By BERKE BREATHED

BLOOM COUNTY

I

cor·l•c.t

I
I

~·~ :;,~ ::~~

le n ~

P'•'C'•P l•Un Ple•ir _a:omole1e
H •OOl'I . . POH1D I•

:---Pli:•rii 5,9;;;1;;;;--·
I

•·•"•

:A ___ I'M SORRY, GlORIA ...
I WANT OUT.

wr... M...()(/(.

I

FAC€ fT, 8A8Y... THAT €Af<lY,
EXCtnNb, G/{)f1Y PHA'Se- OF
OVA ReitmON5HtP 15 PAST...
ANl7 I WASN'T Mf:ANT FOR
TH/5 LONG-nRIYI STUFF. .. I

WAS BOKN 70 RUN, 8A6Y.~ .

RVNl)

lh•"•

...;,~·--'

--- - -

IL - - - - -- ..-- ,,_,_ ...... .. ..
I

MY GOP, Gt.OK/A...

I~

~GASP.I~

5Vff0CA1/N6/

PO YOfJ K€AlltE HOW
lON6 We'V€ kNOWN

EACH OTH!I? .?

lf-0 MINVT€5.

\

:-AtK!-::

AIR! .

..

I

....~

IA -· ' -

.. -.-- .. ._ _ ,,_.__

:~ J ~~:• .:.•• '
:1.11 ......... - ..

___ ,,_ - - - -- - .

--- -----------

IL·--- - -- r.,;et) s;c.in·ii~;;-·----

\

All lenses guaranteed llrsl quallly, and
111 s11pphed in the original factory

suted vials.

FOLJ.OW THESE 5 EASY STEP S
t ·A.:quue youi conip1e1e conldCI 1en~
p1"&c11p1oon

2 Comµ1e1e lt1e order below
3 Ma"e cnec~. money order. or
comp1ete c1eo1t card 1nlorma1on payable to CLS. inc
4 E:n.:.lose name address & phone
number w1tt1 order
5 Mdrl au rntorrndtron 10.

Contact lens Supply, Inc.

By JEFF MacNELLY

SHOE

30650 Carter Rd.
Cleveland, Ohio 44139
216/248-2417
··eon1ac1 Lens Suppliers
.

for 25 years."

Please send _ _ _ pairs at
only _•__ a pair.

to '10U ~L.IZE

f
'fOU WERE Q?IN6 70 r
IN A go ZONE?

• Total for len1H

I KNOW,
OFFI~ ...

11

I

IF 1 OON'T GET 1J.lE&e. TWO 1WE.~~
HOME !aX>N, I'M ectJNA KIL.L. "EM.

• Shipplnt & Handli"f _ 2

_.a_o_

•Total

I have enclosed total
payment in the f ollowlng
manner:
___ . check
_:__VISA

_ _ lftOnor anler
..:._ _ _ MasterCard.

I

(Personal Checks must be cleared
prior.to sh1pmenl)

________

a...a.n.lo...,.j_ _ _ _ _ __

. ,.,_
........

•No single len1 orders plta11. /
'-..;- - - - -

•We will lreep ell pr1miption1 on filo
f0t reortlers.
•to•. of 1111 i.11111 ortltrotl •• Ni our
iltventorr entl reetlr •• k 1hippod in
24 houri.
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ARE · YOU AN INNIE
OR AN· OUTIE?
INNER ROUTE .

OUTER ROUTE
•H. UAC

• G. Davis Court
,----..._,.,

•F. SAE
,,

I

'
'

,,, , •E.
',' , .

\
l

INNER ROUTE

'.....: =

A-LOT

I
I
I

A-LOT

START I ENO
HERE

=
Thompson Hall

I

:~ 2 .

1 c s.
I James Hall
I

·---

C 4. -

C~LOT

I

I

I

4

~-= l

- - - - . _ . _

Kingsbury Hall

I

~

.

• = OUTER ROUTE

--------·

START I ENO

--------·----~.--------,
1.
I

Woodman Ave.

H~E

.. .

I

I

•Al
Pettee Hall I

..
I ,
I
---•e.-.- -I
. f
Phllbrook
I
..........

,'

._._._._I

WSBE

_,,

.•c.
Williamson Hall

,

,, .....,,.

.

f

',
' ' .
~
.,,,,. ..,,,,.
I
I
I
ao. I
C-LOT I
I
I
I
/
I
I

C>-'

One Ride Will Answer
All Your Questions!
··Do you live or work on the inner route or the outer route7 If your parking your
vehicle in A-Lot or West, your an INNIE. If you live at one of the· fraternites or
sororities, your an OUTIEI If your an INNIE or an OUTIE, your best transportation
on and around campus is the shuttle. Leaving from all over campus just minutes
apart, the' inner and outer route buses are coming your way every 20 minutes.
What follows are the stops for both the inner routes _a nd the outer routes.

._'J

Inner Route
Leaves A-Lot every 20 minutes
beginning at 6:50 am
Stops At:
Thompson Hall
C-Lot
WSBE
Kingsbury Hall
James Hall
A-Lot

the

Shuttle

last run at 5: 10 pm

t:f~~
from here to there
and back ag~ln

\ :.

Outer Route
··L~~ves from A-Lot every
20 minutes
,
beginAing at 6:00 AM
.S tops At:
Petree Hall
Philbrook
Williamson Hall
C-Lot
Woodman Ave
SAE
Davis Court
UAC
A-Lot
last run at 1·1 :00 pm

,-
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No More Walking
In The Rainl

ln ·celebration of
black history month
The Baptist Student Union
presents

.rP
astor
:
.

~Third

on Friday F·eb. 21st
7:00 p.m. in the
Oranite State Room

"from here to there and back again " ·
/

Or1e Ride WHI Answer
All Your Questions!

SUMMER JOB
FAIR

1~
ov1ngton ' . ·
and the
'
Day Gospel
Choir
•

c.

Free Admission!!

I
I

·TAPELINE
¥62-3~~4
g62-3~~~

65 employers

(~~A/A,ac(Vf4)
r;d., eaw~ 6 ~ ~ ~
(

Granite State Room M UB
Wed. Feb. 19,

9:30~4 p.m.

fNTERESTET) fN JOfNfNG!
He"""'&tl),1-1.~f- {()/);"""'"' AVA~tA& le Al CoolA ~ti
§ - 7)~ c{ ScWJ s~~.

~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimi;iiiiiiiiimi;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiii~

I
§

A~tl

ll.e

_ _.
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3 Bedroom duplex apt. Located in Lee
about 3 miles from campus. New Immaculate, highly negotiable tor remainder of
semester and possible summer. Carpeted,
furnished, sunny. 3 persons pref. (4
Negotiable) Rent $675.00/mo. lease but
time limit and amount negotiable. No pets,
non smokers pref., one child o.k.
Apt. for rent Durham: 2 bedrooms walk to
campus. $500 il)cludes heat. 868-1632
Available March 1st: Small11 bedroom apt.
within walking distance to campus. Very
private, cable, trash pick up, nice landlord,
pets okay, backyard. $325 a month plus
electricity. Contact Rachel, 862-1640, Fri.
to Tues. or Jim 659-2627 Fri to Wed.

[l~He-Ip
Wante~d)[Ill
DAY CAMP ASS ISTANT DIRECTOR:
$5 .50/hr. 40 hrs./week. Mon.-Fri. 7:453:45. Send resume or pick up application
at Newmarket Recration and Parks Dept.,
Town Hall, Newmarket, 659-5563
Summer Jobs in ALASKA . Good money.
Many opportunities! Employer listings, 1986
Summer Employment Guide $5.95. Alasco,
Box 30752, Seattle, WA 98103
$10-$360 week ly I up ma iling circulars!
No quotas! Sincerely interested rush selfaddressed ·envelope: Success PO Box
470CEG Woodstock, IL 60098
OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer, yr. round .
Europe, S. Amer. Australia, Asia. All fields.
$900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free info. Write
IFC, PO Box 52-NH-1 Corona Del Mar, CA
92625

CLASSIFIED
SUMMER RECRATION LEADERS
NEEDED: Work-study only . Implement 8
week day camp program, childeren 6 to
14 years . Sports, adventure activit ies,
hiking, canioeing, arts, music, crafts, swim
lessons, and more. Should possess skills
in Orte ·Or more areas and have previous
camp or children's programs experience.
Enthusiastic, energetic preferred . June
23-August 15. Starting $4.50/hr. Flexible
10-35 hr./week. Send resume or call
Newmarket Recreation and Parks Department, 659-5563, Town Hall in Newmarket.
TUTORS WANTED in most subjects.
Especially sociology statistics nad Finite
Math. Must be B= or better in subject and
have good communication skills. Call Craig
at the T ASk Center. 862-3698
DAY CAMP DIRECTOR WANTED : June
16-August 15, $6.50/hr. 40hr./week. Mon.Fri. 7:45-3:45. Develop nad implement 8
week educational and recreational summer
day camp tor 6 to 14 year olds. Expereince
directing children ina recreational or
educationa l setting preferred . Should
possess strong leadership, supervisional,
and organizational skills. Should enjoy
working with children with cre"ativity an
enthusiasm. A knowledge of sports, crafts,
and children's activities important. W.S .I
and First Aid helpful. Adventure activities
outdoor ed., hikinQ, canoeinQ, tri,os.
Interior Painting and staining . Part-time
work. flex ible hours, transportation necessary. Call 659-2495
LOST AND FOUND
Lost Red CB Jacket. Offering a reward ofr
its return, ·no questions asked. Call 8686683

- - - -- - -- - - - -

Lost Gold and Onyx ring with inscription .
Somewhere around Webster House. $200
Reward Contact Tom at 868-2396.

1979 Volkswagon Scirrocco, excellent
cond ition, body in good shape, 4 speed,
mostly highway miles, only $2000. Call 4365001 evenings.
Must sell 25" Zenith Color TV. Great
condition. $50 or best offer. Call Spooch
868-5867
1977 BMW 320i. Green w/tan interior. AC,
sunroof and alarm. Well-maintained, new
shocks and muffler. 122k miles. $3400 or
best offer. (617) 731-8149 (nts.) (617) 7237700 ext 265. ASk tor Tom.
Attention Spring Breakers! FOR SALE: One
round trip ticket or Orlando, Florida. ONLY
$199! Direct flight from Logan . Phone
Stacey anytime at 868-2814
Electric Portable Typewriter in good condition. Tel. 868-2124
197 4 VW Bug: good condition, runs well.
a great buy. $650 or BO. Marty 868-2082
1978 Pontiac Grand Prix, Landau roof, .
AM/FM, 90,000 miles, good condition,
monor scratches, looks nice, blue book
$3400. ASKING $2900! Call even ings: 6595155
RIDES
Ride needed to Laconia all weet<ends .
Leave any time after 1 ;00 p.m. Friday. Share
gas expenses. Alison 868-2783
SERVICES
ORION RECORDING STUDIOS: demos,
records and tapes, 8 track, digital mas tering. Quality at a price you can afford.
$18/hour.. Peter Leavenworth: 659-2495

I~
· P~ersonals_]~

WANTED: Personal Car Attendant to work
w/27 year-old wheelchair-bound male .
hours flexible 6-8 am and 6-8 pm. For more
info. Call Kevin Robinson 431-5577 be4 5
tween - pm.
~- PA~K' FOREMAN~ Marc ~24--0ctob-er 31
(32 weeks). $230-240/wek, 40 hrs./week.
Var ied an dependent upon ballfield ls
schedule. Maintenance of fields and
grounds inr,luding mowing, seed ing, fertilizing , raking , shrl.lbbery , flowercare and
all
lin ing of ballfie ld. Ma intenan·ce··

i- -::t:- ]~

"Button"-you are the m.ost special aspect
of my life right now!' You bring a new
definition to the word estatic. I.LY. Darlink

For Sale: 1977 Ford Granada, New tiresrun s ltke a ch'arm. $950.00 868-1884. Call
anytime.
-19_7_9_F_a-ir_m_o_n_t _6_c_y_lin_d_e_r_a-ut_o_m_a-ti_c_1_5_,0_00

Are you planning a party or pledge dance?
Call THE NOW SOUND EXPRESS for the
best PARTY JOCKS. Ava ilab le for any
function on or off campus. Contact Doug
at 436-8397 or Rick at 749-9322

equipment and nowers, Rekponsib'le tor,
part-time grounds staff. RaiiaQle. and selfmotivated ind ividual with expetience in

1983 Front wtieel drive Subaru, 4 speed
standcird AM 1Frv1 Radio, new·tires $3500,
good .condition, ha!:f Rusty Jones.

grounds ma intnance a mus.f.. Knowledge
of lining bal lfields, landscaping, and supervisory experience preferred.

Free cassett~ ta:pe! Hear the speech to
Reverend A. Moltis on Pr-0testantism, the
Right wing and Roman-Communist world

ASSISTANT PARKS CREW: March 31 -May
2 and September 1 -October 1 O: 20
hrs./ week. May 5-August 29: 40 hrs./ week.
$4.85/hr. Varied flexible schedule. Ass i_st-

politics. A must for men and women who
are interested in politics . Send stamped
and addressed envelope to: Reverend
Maltais. P.O. box 3646, Manchester, N.H .

of
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miles on a new engine, many new parts,
one owner, good transportation. $1300 or
best '9ffer. Call 335-1365 anytime.

_
03_1_0_5_~-----,---------ing in amintenance of fields and grounds·
including mowing, seeding , .t~rt i'i izing, '·. QHION RECOR-PING STUDIOS demos
raking, litter pickup, shrubbery, frower care .. records and tapes ~8track, digital mastering.
Quality at a price. you can afford. $18/hour.
and lining of ballfields. Must be 18 years
of age an possess a frivers · 1-icense.
Peter Leavenworth: 559: 2495
Experience an work-study preferred. ConWANTED: Good quality antique or modern
tact N~wmarket Recreation and Parks
jewelry, silver. Any other antiques, furniture,
Departme.nt for application, Town Hall,
rugs etc. Caroline L. French '64 664-2448
Newmarket, NH 659-5563

B.

Flori1a Windsurfing $450 Spring Break .
Join WET FUN, the sailboarding
stor I school, for an exciting break this year.
You fly to Florida, we drive and· ~railGf"Y-OL!r
board! Includes airfare, accomodations
and transJers. CaU WEl'':f:UN-1o:day 4~0- ·
8626
, ._:{ . .
DID YOU KNOW you _coulg b1,.1y a .differ~nt
flavor ice cream co.t:ie)attre· u~H DAIRY
BAR every s ·a naay to r'.the .. resf of the
semester-and not even go half way through
our list of flavors . Visit us, we're OPEN
SUNDAYS. ·
FRATERNITY BROTHERS-Try the brunch
at the Dairy B.ar startfng this Saturday. We're
serving 0'ur breakfast and lunch menus
all day unti1 ·2 o'clock . Come over tor a
change, you'll love it. Remember, Saturday
at the DAIRY BAR, (across from the Field
House, in the train J;1atfon). We do· TAKE."'OUTS too.
>iV
"
'
..
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JANE'S HELPFUL HINT FOR RICH-Go to
a Housing Workshop February 24,25, or
26th in all three areas of campus tor
answers to all your housing questions.
JANE: When you move out of Stoke are
you going to still live with Harry? Rich: Sure,
won't it be the same thing as living in the
dorm? Jane: Hum.:...not exactly

SORORITY SISTERS-Try the brunch at
the Dairy Bar starting this Saturday. We're
serving our breakfast and lunch menus
all day until 2 o'clock. Come over for a
change, you'll love it. Remember, Saturday
at the DAIRY BAR, (acorss from the Field
House, in the train station). We do TAKEOUTS too.
Sexually ABUSED? For M.A. thesis, send
story to Jennifer P.O. Box 2187 Lawrence,
KS 66045.
SCUBA for SPRING BREAK. Join WET
FUN, the scuba store/school in Ports mouth, for an exotic break this year. Ou r
trip . includes airfare, resort, boat and
unlimited diving, meals. transfers, everything. Call WET FUN today. 430-8626
Spend your Spring Break in sunny Ft.
Lauderdale . Accommodat ion packages
in,clupes transportation and ocen-front
view. Don't miss the fun. Contact Scott 8686440
IS· your fridge empty and your wallet light
by Saturday? If so, ,c om_e on down to the
Dairy Bar (in the train-station, across from
the Field Ho·use) aod try our new brunch.
Our brea;kfast and lunch menus are served
all day until 2 o'clock. You'll love it.
M.L., How about sex before graduation?
It's all up to you ... the swimmer
Contraceptive Services: Confidential, highquality carely trained and sensitive staff.
Sliding fees for exams and supplies. Call
for appointment. The Clinic. Dover 7492346, Rochester 332-4249
Come see THE NEW HAMPSHRIE GENTLEMEN and THE UNH JAZZ, BAND live
in concert in the Granite St. Room on
February 20th at 8:00pm. Tickets available
at the door.
UNH JAZZ BAND AND THE NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN in concert in the
Granite St. Room oo Thursday February
20th at a:OO pm . Ticket.s available .at the
door.
•· •
· '
·
·
Hey you crazy red-head in manchester.
What's up?. Thanks for putting up with we
two brats ' S~turd.ay. next time i e,qme over
you andJ. can g9:on a-shopping ~pree with
Flo for c·urlers and housetloats. See you
Soon. Love Sarah

UNH Jazz Band and The New Hampshire
Gentlemen in CONCERT in the Granite
St. Room on Thursday February 20th at
8:00 p.m. Tickets available at door.

Before

"Out-Of-Control" ski doggers ... Smuggler's
for $139.95. I can't believe it! Spring break
just got affordable. Spring skiing and
sunshine, wine and cheese parties on the
slopes, dancing till dawn, party till you
drop ...l'tn there! J. and the Ski Addicts

INTRODUCING the Saturday morning
BRUNCH at the UNH Dairy Bar in the train · Steve-you going to ski with jenn this time
station across from the Field House. Yo't:1
or do some .real ~l<iing with us. See you
can order from our breakfast and lunch
spr ing break 'at Smuggler's. The girls across
menus all day until 2 o'clock. Come over
tM· halL
this Saturday ad enjoy a farm fresh brunch.
"Rocket~ 1 you mad man! It wouldn't be the
We're betting you'll make it a regular habit. ·
$ame without you . We'll see you on the
O.C.F. (Orthodox Christian Fellowship)
Smuggler's Notch ski trip. Just don't do
group will be having an informational
any more 6:00 wake-up dives on the bed.
meeting on Monday the 24th of February,
Your Fan Club
7:30 p.m. in the Rockingham Room of the
Spring Break and spring skiing-they go
MUB. All interested students arewelcome
together. Mar. 16-21 tor 5 days, tickets.
to attend! for more information Gall Paula
Lodging and meals all included tor $139.95
(7 49-2587) or Joanne (868-6110) .
at Smuggler's Notch in Vermont where you
Adoption: Professional Couple Desires
can get more for less. Sign up outside
Family. If pregnant and wish to give your
NHOC in the MUB or call John at 868-6429
child up for adoption. Please contact us.
LISA!-Hope your birthday was happy. Don't
Expenses paid. Confidential. Collect after
wear it in the shower!!! Love, Lauri
7-pm (617)- 534-3171.

Hi Mom! Send money! I miss you, Carrie.
ditto Sarah

Get Your Tan

Brenda, how about that Smuggler's ski trip
for spring break. This time we can even
try skiing. John

Maura K. Hi Honey, remember me? I still
want you in the biblical sense of the word.
Dump him-I'm bigger and better. Please
respond in the personals if interested. Until
then, my longing continues.

Diane S.-Peter's wife and little boy were
in the Mub Sat. Did you know they were
around? I tried to call. K.
UNH Jazz !3and and The New Hampshire
Ge11tlemen in CONCERT in the Granite
St. Room on Thursday February 20th at
8:00 p.m. Tickets available at door.
Hoskin, let's go to that!!
PAULINE!!!-Happy belat ed 20th! We'll
celebrate this weekend . L
Hope you feel better Kristin!
Thanks for the Fritos! I haven't had a ride
yet!!
Smucky, thanks for the cookies. How did
you know?! Love ya, Wallace.
To J who's "always a woman to me." Sorry
this is late, but better late than never. I lied
when I said I don't know what I want. I want
you. You're beautiful, sexy, and I l'Ove you.
As Always, S.
Smuggler's Notch Spring Break Ski Trip.
March 16-21 for $139.95. 5 days skiing,
5 nights lodging, full meal plan. It's worth
your time to check it out! Sign up outside
the NHOC in the MUB or call John Bassett
at 868-6429.
THERE'S MORE TO UNH THAN ACADEMICS! Come to PFO, Rm: 145A in the MUB
and find out what else is going on!
Applicati0ns are 'available tor Coordinator
Positions at the PFO. Office. ·
Congrats to Terri , Dave . Neif'ia and the
Woddruff c'rew who showed up onC,oncord
last Wednesday night. Let's show ) .t;ie DOE
on April 3 that we don't want a high level
waste dump in NH. Love you all-L6uise.
Stu-There's a front row "slot" at our nest
for this weekend's slumber party.,-Pack up
your mattress and boxers and slide on over.
Roz-this ofter inclu<;les you , mayQ,e dinner
too. Shirl and Carol.
·
Do you feel that NEW HAMPSHIRE is the
ideal location for the nation's HIG:H LEVEL
.r'adioactive wastE(1 Let the go~ernment
know hOw you feei· at the DOE meeting on
April 3 in Concord. Call 862-443·(tor more
info.
..
Need an inexpensive, hassle tre~ ride this
spring break to Ft. Lauderdale, t;>aytona
or Miami? Then we've got the !;ie~ffor you.
$99 round trip from Durham
all 3
locations we take care of all dr,ring and
expenses . Space tor up to 1·3 P,~ople in
15 passenger super-van. Leave' Durham ·
Thursday March 13 at 8:00 :a.rt!. Leave
Lauderdale Saturday, March 22· at 6:00
p.m. tor further info., call Aaron' at S68-3235
or Dave at 868-6312.
·

: to

UNH Jazz Band and The New Hampshire
Gentlemen in CONCERT in the ·Granite
St. Room on Thursday February 20th at
8:00 .m. Tickets available at door.

Spring Break
Tanning Hut of Portsmouth
3131 Lafayette/Ocean Road
(next to Speakeasy)
Call: 431-5598 for more info.
llHllHlllllllllllllllllllllHlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHllllllHllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllll

Love, L., E., and].
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BU ousts wrestlers in New England showdown
By Chris Urick
Before Saturday's ·matinee
match against a tough Boston
University squad, UNH head
wrestling coach Jim U rquhardt
felt that itwas going to go down
to the end. And that was exactly
what happened, as the heavyweights were going to decide
the winner in this final match
of the day. Unfortunately for
the Wildcats, it was Con Mad-

holm Gymnasium, and when the Schwern-150), and have not lost
match came to an end, BU _ since the team returned from
enjoyed an advantage when it the Sunshine Classic.
Next up for the Wildcats is
counted, as Madigan was faced
with going against a much larger a four-way meet with Boston
College, Seton Hall, and Maine,
opponent.
But let's not take any credit at Boston College. The Wildcats
away from the Wildcats, and have enjoyed success over BC
especially UNH's Paul Schwern and Maine this season, beating
and Tim Weckwerth. These two Maine out for the honors at the
continue to dominate in their Northern New Englands, and
weight classes (Weckwerth-167, handily defeating BC just last
week in Boston.
If there is one factor that
might contribute to the Wildcats
downfall, it may be that they
may be looking a little further
·into the future, as the New
. England Championships loom
1500, we have four other on the horizon on March 1.
runners beside Jeremy (King). UNH would seem to be a major ·
Scotty Rhodes, Mike Eliasherg, force as it will go against a
Jim MacKenzie and Peter talented field. Weckwerth,
Hammer all know they will have
a very hard time scoring, but
they're out there giving their
best shot, regardless of the
competition."
Looking cowards the future,
Boulanger hopes to get some
recruits who really want to work
hard. "We need quality athletes
in all events, not just in the
weights. Right now, we appear By Jocelyn Ritchot
The season is starting to wind
to be a weight school. And this
is a reflection of our facilities, down for the UNH men's and
but I want to have more than women's cross-country ski ,
just a weight-oriented team," teams . The William's Carnival
said Boulanger, as some team this past weekend marked the
members watched a video of last regular meet for .the Wildthemselves in order to improve cats.
Senior Brendon Sullivan was
technically.
This Saturday, UNH will face back at the helm after missing
N otheastern, URI, Holy Cross last weekend's Dartmouth Carnival. Sullivan skied co an eighth
and MIT at MIT.
place finish. Tim Miner was the
surprise of the day for Coach
Cory Schwartz. Miner, who has
continued to improve all year
long, pulled out a ninth place
finish . "Tim is now in contention for a NCAA spot ," commented Coach Schwartz. Junior
Joe Miles rounded out UNH' s
top three by finishi ng 18th.
The relay the next day con sisted of Su ll ivan, Miles, and
Mine r skiing to a th.ir d pl ace
finish behind UVM and Middlebury. Overall the men 's alpine and nordic squad finished
third.

igan who came out on the short
end.
"Going into the Boston University match, I think that we
·are capable of beating them,"
said U rq~hardt last Thursday.
"We' ll have to wrestle well
though, because they are just
not going to lay down for us."
And indeed they didn't. BU
wrestled very well in the unfamiliar surroundings of the Lund-

Trackmen third at quad-meet
By Dan Bustard
Other scorers for the Wildcats
The UNH men's track team ·were Ed Damphousse with a
competed in a four-way meet second in the lo~g jump with
Saturday at Dartmouth with a jump of 21 '3 1/2'', Jeremy
UMass and Tufts . The final King, with a third in the 1500,
score was Dartmouth 92 , UMass by running 3:56.1, Steve Renaham tied for third in the pole
46, UNH 27 and Tufts 11.
UNH coach Jim Boulanger vault, Steve Smith finished
felt upbeat about the team 's fourth in the high jump at 6'0",
performance. "More of our team and Scott Kent also finished
went out and were more aggres- fourth, with a 41'5 3/4" triple
sive. Also, the team seemed in jump. Ed McCabe could only
manage a third place in the 35
better spirits," said Boulanger.
UNH garnered three first lb. weight at 50'8" due to a very
places. Senior Andre Garron bad case of the flu last week.
The flu bug has been a probscored one of them in the long
jump with an effort of 21 '6" . lem, according to Boulanger.
Freshman Darryl Covil ran the "Ed really should not have been
- 500-meter race in 1 :06.62 for at this meet, and overall, the
another first place. Boulanger flu has hit at least everybody
described this New Hampshire partially. Our health, including
native as "having a lot of talent." , injuries, is definitely a problem"
Ross scored the other first place said Boulanger, "but we have
with a 6'4" in the high jump. a lot of guys out there who are
Ross also scored in the hurdles, really working hard and are not
scoring. For example, in th e
a fourth place finish.

Schwern, Rick Berardino, and
Madigan will try to add a New
England individual title to their
Northern New England titles,
and Da've Beaulieu should be a
major force at the 134. Mike
Caracci has also returned to the
lineup after a bout with illness,
and that will only add to the
depth of the Wildcat squad.
But one roadblock will continue to block the path of the
Wildcat wrestlers as they seek
that elusive title~ And that is
BU. "They've won the New
England's four years in a row,"
said U rquhardt before Saturday's match. 'They beat us last
year and ·either way you look at
it, they are a tough matchup.
We just have to wrestle well,
and peak at the right time, and
stay healthy," adds u.rquhardt.

Wildcat ·ski teams
third at Williams

-

The women's squad was led
by senior Pennie McEdwards .
McEdwards, in top form, skied
to the best finish of her careersixth. Kelly Mi.lligan, ~ho is
starting to gain momentum,
finished 10th. Milligan can be
expected to continue moving
up in the standings as the
Eastern Championship~ and
NCA As approach. Freshman
Ch r is Philbrick finished 16th,
improving her chances of qualifying for the NCAAs, and Mary
Haines placed 18th.
On Saturday the women put
coget her a strong effort to finish
third behind UVM and Middlebury. ·o ve!"all the women's alpine
and nordic teams fi nished third.
The next race for the Wildcats
is the Eastern Championships
at Middlebury, Ver mont. The
men's te am needs to do some
fas t sk iing in order co qualify
a relay ·ream for t h e NCAAs.
T he women have already qualifi ed a relay team, but need to
~olidify a few individual spots . .

......---W.B-BALL---(continued fro m page 23 )

cook charge."
"Defensively we did an adequate job, but you ca n't shoot
30 percent for a game and expect
. to win. So we were lucky co be
close," added DeMarco.
With a 5-3 conference record,
and conference games left
against Hartford , Vermont,
Maine, and Northeastern, the
Wildcats have a good chance to

grab the fast tournament spot
and fo urth place in the conference.
"We either do it, or we don't
des erve to be there ," said DeMarco . " Ou r des tiny is in our
own hands."
UNH must rub those hands,
and get rea dy for Hartford
tonight at 7 pm and Vermont
Sunday.

------GYMNASTS----- (continued from page 23)

.ot·

UNH's Ted DiGrande(40) helped spark a late-game surge by the Wildcats that feJl just short last
night against Fairfield.(file photo)

-------M.B-BAL L-------(continued from page 24)
··it's time to get back up for
the fin al four conference
games," said Friel.

The Wildcats S-tav home to - Wednesday night at 7:30. The
face Niagara, which is 9-5 in Wild.cats drop to 11-12 overall
North Atlantic Conference play. and.5-9 in the NAC.
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ing, tallying an 8.95. Converse
tied for third in the meet with
a 9.3, while Sawyer notched a
9.25, Hager a 9.1 and Peggy
Donovan a 9.0.
UNH also fared well in the
vault, notching a 44.95. Toby
Kapp's 9.15 score and Donovan's 9.0 backed up Hager's
winning effort.
Hager finished an impressive
second with a 35.95 in the all- around~ trailing only UNC's

Missy Shaffner who posted a
37.2. Converse placed sixth at
34.05 anJ Dqherty .took seventh
at 33.45
The Wildcats return to the
friendly confines of Lundholm
Gymnasium Sunday afternoon
at 1:00 for a tri-meet with the
U niv~rsity of Rhode Island and
Temple. They then host Big Ten
power Michigan State Marc.:h

2.
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Friar s end losin g skid, edge men' s hock ey 4-2
By Ronit Larone
The Wildcats briefly held this
Two third period goals lifted 2-1 lead, but PC's Gord Cruikthe Providence College Friars shank evened the score with less
to a 4-2 win over the UNH than two minutes remaining in
men's hockey team .Sunday at the first period.
Schneider Rink, ending the
The second period was scoreWildcats' two game undefeated less as neither team took advanstreak.
tage of its powerplay opportunPC opened the scoring mid- ity.
way through the first pedod as
UNH nearly broke the tie, but
Brad McClocklin scored his first forward Quintin Brickley' s shot
collegiate goal at 9:24, by taking deflected off the post.
a pass from Andy Calcione in
The Friars took care of the
the slot and flipping it up to beat scoring for the third and final
UNH freshman goalie Rich period. At 12:40, Burchiq got
Burchill to the stickside.
caught out of position and
Only a few minutes later, at Cruikshank took advantage by
13:23, UNH sophomores Mike picking up the loose puck and
Rossetti and Kevin Thurston putting it in the net to score his
skated in two-on-one on PC second goal, and the eventual
defenseman Jim Hughs. Ros- · game-winner.
setti took a Thurston pass and
Calcione concluded the scorput it in high past the screened ing by picking up a rebound and
goalie Chris Terreri. This goal backhanding it over the downed
was one of two Rossetti would Burchill.
have and it brought the Wildcats
As a final attempt to bring
back to an even score with the UNH back into the game, head
Friars.
coach Charlie Holt called a
Rossetti quickly added his timeout with 1: 10· remaining
second, and UNH's final goal and pulled Burchill for the final
of the game, by beating Hughs ticks of the clock. But this
once again and scoring to Ter- proved to be ineffectual as UNH
reri' s glove side.
lost 4-2.

Wildcat Peter Herms(9) is sent sprawling by a Providence stick
Friars Sunday afternoon.(Ron it Larone photo)
Burchill finished with 3 5 said Burchill after the game. "I
saves, 13 of which came in the was hoping it would be today."
third period, while Terreri had
Burchill will have a chance
only three stops in the final again next Sunday at Northeastperiod for a game total of 21 ern to ·pick up that first wellsaves.
deserved win. ·
Despite his outstanding play
With this loss UNH slips to
this season, Burchill remains 4-26-1 overall and 4-25 - 1 in
winless with a record of 0-12- league play.
1. ''I've got to win sometime,"
The Thursday night game

in the Wildcats 4-2 loss to the
against Maine has been designated as Megaphone Night. The
first 1000 people to enter Snive1y Arena will receive Official
Wildcat Megaphones.
The Wildcats and Black Bears
have split two games this season
with UNH winning the most
recent game 6-3 in Si:iively.

Siena upen ds wom en's b-bal l

UNH's Quintin Brickley(l5) and his Providence counterpart
look on during Sunday's game.(Ronit Larone photo)

By Paul Tolme
The UNH lady Wildcats basketball team obviously sent
Siena no Valentine's Day flowers. And Siena took offense,
winning a heartbreaker 67-63.
The Wildcats had a chance
to win, when, short by one with
47 seconds left, they banged
three shots from inside the paint
off q1e ungiving rim. And,
according to head coach Cecelia
DeMarco, the officials swallowed their whistles on the play
"becau.~e we were really hammered.
"But no excuses," said Coach
De Marco. "We are a better team
than ~iena, and shouldn't have
been in a situation where we
needed a foul called with 47
seconds left. We just didn't do
the job."
The Cats were doing the job
, early in the first half though,and led by six because -of some
solid shooting and solid defense.
But Siena quickly erased the

lead with some strong shooting,
causing an eight point swing
good enough for a 30-28 halftime lead.
"We took good shots, but we
didn't shoot well in the second
half," said DeMarco.
Indeed, while Siena picked
up shooting right where it had
left off before intermission,
UNH' s shooting turned colder
than an eskimo's nose. And
Siena built a 13 point lead.
But UNH picked up the

intensity and cut the lead to five
(56-51) with six minutes left,
setting the dominoes for the
fatal final 47 second flurry.
"We had some good individual performances, (Kristine
Kinney-23 points and 8 rebounds; Missy Belanger-12
points and 11 rebounds) but the . ..
team performance wasn't good,'_'
said DeMarco. "We were hesitant when we shot arid nobody
W.B-BALL, page 22

Gym nasts win one, lose two
By Steve Langevin
help their overall record they
The UNH gymnastics team do enhance the Wildcats' chance
posted its second and third to qualify for the Northeast
highest scores of the season Regionals.
Thursday and Saturday but only
came away with a 1-2 mark in
In both meets the ·whole
meets at Maryland and Norrh · Wildcat team struggled in one
Carolina.
event and that proved to be its
downfall. ·
At Maryland Thursday, the
Wildcats tallied 173.55, but the
Thursday, the problem was
Terrapins scored 174.8 to notch the uneven bars, the opening
the victory, and at Chapel Hill, event, where UNH scored just
NC Saturay UNH improved to 41.2. However, because Mary174.0 to defeat Jacksonville State land also struggled in that event,
which scored 173.1, but the host scoring the same as UNH,
University of North Carolina Wildcat Tammy Hager took
team won easily with 181.15.
first with an 8.9 and tearrimat'e
Patty Converse tied with UM's
Although the scores did not Robin Swick for second at 8.55.

Other top three performers
were Hager, first in the vault
with 9.3, Converse, first in floor
with a 9.2, and Michele Sawyer,
third on beam with a 9.0.
Saturday, the problem
switched to the beam, where
UNH slipped from a 43.8
against Maryland to 40.65 at
Chapel Hill.
Once again Hager won the
vault, this time with a 9.4, but
the event the Wildcats excelled
at was the floor exercise. Four
Wildcats scored 9.0 or higher
with Nancy Doherty just miss ~
GYMNASTS, page 22

The UNH women's basketball team dropped a 67-63 decision
at Siena College Saturday .(file photo) .
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UNH 's Coac h Holt retiring .after 18 years
One of the premier coaches
in college hockey history has
decided to step down.University
of New Hampshire hockey
coach Charlie Holt has announced that he will retire at
the end of the 1985-86 campaign.

Holt had applied for early
retirement. The Board of Trustees of the University System
of New Hampshire formally
approved his application and
notified Holt of its decision
Monday afternoon.
Holt, in his 18th year at UNH

and his 24th overall, registered
his 400th career victory last
season and is currently seventh
on the all-time wins list in
college hockey. To date, Holt
owns an overall record of 411300-19. He has registered a
sparkling 346-229-16 mark in

Stags hold on for b-ball win
By Alan Adelman
For all people with high blood
pressure, as the Surgeon General would surely attest, attending
a UNH men's basketball game
at Lundholm Gym is surely no
cure. With the Wildcats' 65-63
non-conference defeat at the
hands of Fairfield last night,
nine of the.11 home games have
been decided by three points or
less.The Wildcats have won six
of those.
Returning home from a 565 3 win over a hard-playing
Colgate squad Saturday night,
the Wildcats knew they would
not have an easy task against
the Stags. Fairfield, the first
team in the nation to clinch a
regular -season league championship, the Metro Atlantic
l\thletic Conference, has won
16 of its last 19 games· and are
now 11-0 on the road.
"The kids played well," said
UNH head coach Gerry Friel.
"They are an undefeated road
team and we had a chance to
win."

Then the roof fell in. The ball
eluded the Wildcats in every
which way and the Stags reeled
off 13 unanswered points. Stabilizing slightly for the fin al
seven minutes of the half, the
Wildcats were able to escape
down only 27-20.
"We were out of sync," said
Friel. "They threw mutiple
defenses at us, and we tried to
do things we don't usually do
and did them too quickly."
The second half began much
the same way. The Stags, led by
senior guard and all-time leading scorer T o ny George(24
points, 5 assists), pulled away
to a 46-33 advantage with 9:34
left in regulation.
It was at that point the
Wildcats began their usual late-

game surge. With Koopman,
26 points, Black, 14 points and
five assists, and senior forward
Ted DiGrande, 10 points, leading the way, UNH fought back.
The Wildcats shot 20 of 30 from
the field and got to within two
when Black hit a jump shot from
20 feet with 2:40 remaining.
The Stags, fl.S one would
expect from an undefeated road
team, did not succumb to the
Wildcats' pressure, connecting
on 20 of 24 from the foul line
in the second half.
"We wanted them to have to
beat us from the floor," said
Friel, "but we were forced to
foul George at the end and he
beat us on the line."

M.B-BALL, page 22

Durham.
Holt has produced, several
"Charlie Holt is respected by college hockey coaches are
all of his fellow coaches," said former players. Providence ColUNH Athletic Director Andrew lege coach Mike McShane, Joe
Mooradian. "As a coach, his Marsh of St. Lawrence and Cap
record speaks for itself. He has Raeder of Clarkson are among
brought national recognition the UNH Alumni in the coachto the University of New Hamp- ing ranks.
shire. As an individual, Charlie
After graduating from Dartis just an outstanding human mouth in 1946, Holt began his
being. He cares so much about coaching career at the Cranthe sport of hockey and all of . brook School in Michigan. He
the people that are involved in returned to Melrose High
it."
School after one year. Holt took
Holt has registered 20-win several years off from coaching _
seasons 11 times at UNH. He before returning to the profesbrought the Wildcats to the sion. He took a position at the
ECAC playoffs 14 of 16 years. Northwood School in Lake
He has taken four teams to the Placid, N.Y., and then began his
NCAA playoffs, including back- college career at Colby in 1962.
to-back appearances in 1982 and He remained at Colby until
1983. Hi~ 1975-76 squad posted 1968, when he moved to UNH,
a 24-7 record and the following which had recently jumped from
year his team registered a 27- Division II to Division I.
12 mark.
Holt was College Hockey
Holt, a native of Melrose, Coach of the year in 1969, 1974
Mass., has coached eight All- and 1979. He was also named
Americans and several others New England Coach of the Year
have gone on to careers in the in 1977. He is a Past President
National Hockey League. Two- of the American Hockey
time Norris Trophy winner Rod Coaches Association and a longLangway of the Washington time member of the NCAA
Capitals and Dave Lumley, who Rules Committee.
played on two Stanley Cup
"We will miss Charlie," said
Championship teams with the Mooradian. "He is one of the
Ed'monton Oilers, are among truly outstanding individuals
the notable UNH Alumni in the in college athletics. The Unipro ranks.
versity of New Hampshire is
In addition to the players that losing a great coach."

Icewom en sweep Friars, remain #1
By J. Mellow

idence falls to third place at 115-3 while Northeastern holds
fast at second with 12-3-1.
The Wildcats showed early
"It was the best we've played
signs of a possible win as UNH
all year," said UNH captain
captain Dirk Koopman took a
Vivienne Ferry. "We finally
feed from junior guard Todd
came together. We were hitting
Black and jammed one home for
passes, using the points-half the
a 12-5 lead with 11:30 remaingame was in their zone."
ing in the first half.
"It's coming towards the end
of the season, and people just
realize we have to do it," continued Ferry. "If we don't, we're
in trouble."
Yet little trouble came to the
Cats this weekend. "
·
Saturday night, PC netminder
Sue Mussey faced 21 shots in
the first period alone, before
ending the game with a total
of 42 saves. UNH' s Cathy N arsiff tallied a total of nineteen.
UNH sophomore Katey
Stone opened the game with a
goal 10: 13 in to the first period
to give UNH a 1-0 lead.
And though Providence's Lisa
Brown was able to tally just over
a minute later, one second
period goal from UNH forward
Cheryl Allwood and a third
period tally by freshman Shelly
DiFronzo captured the win for
UNH.
Sunday, however, was a little
more of a struggle for the Cats.
Though UNH again outshot
the Friars 41-29 and again
pelted Providence's Mussey
with as many as 19 shots in the.
first period it took two periods
of scoreless play before UNH's
Pam Manning was able to put
the Cats on the board with a
powerplay goal at 8:29 in the
third period.
Five-man defensive play and
Wildcat forward Janet Siddall(27) unleashes a shot against Providence College over the weekend.
excellent goaltending from NarUNH won twice, 3-1 and 1-0, to secure it hold on first place.(Paul Tolme photo)
The women's ice hockey team
all but sewed up first place in
the ECAC this weekend with
two victories over two-time
defending champion Providence
College in a weekeld series with
the Friars played this weekend
. in Snively. ·

We got 'em, and we got 'em
good.
The Cats defeated the Friars
3-1 Saturday before shutting
Providence out 1-0 Sunday,
extending their record to 151-1 in the season-the best in the
ECAC.
With these two losses, Prov-

siff then held the Friars, and
held their lead.
Narsiff, too, agreed that these
two weekend games were the
best-UNH has played all season.
"We. played very well," said
Narsiff. "Offensively, we got
shots, we penetrated and we
worked the puck around. Defensively, we also did our job
well."
"It's getting down to the
crucial part of the season ,"
Narsiff continued. "Everyone
realizes that and gives 110%.
We' re finally coming together.
"The way we played this
weekend, nobody could have
stopped us," Narsiff added.
"The key is not only in scoring
the goals, but preventing them
as well. This weekend, we had
six players on defense, not two
or three. And this weekend, it
worked.
UNH next takes on current
Ivy League leader Brown Unive rsi ty Tuesday night at 7:00
in Snively.
UNH last took on the Pandas
in the semifinals of the ECAC
tournament last season. With
a tied score at the end of the
second period, UNH tallied two
last-stanza goals to take the
game, 5-3.
The Cats expect as much of
a game tomorrow.
"Brown can do it to us-they
can hold us," said Ferry. "A team
can do whatever they want in
the season, but when a team
comes to us, it's a different
team."
"They' re going to be flying,"
agreed Narsiff. "We'll have to
be ready."

